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Society Reports, News and Information
Members’ Meetings
John Corall, “Researching your family history in Scotland”
23rd September 2017
The advertised speaker was ill, and John Corall agreed to take his place.  John has had a
varied career as a teacher of Craft, Design and Technology, sailor on a Norwegian tall
ship, mate on a steam-driven puffer – and, for ten years, an Aberdeen City Councillor until
May 2017, when he retired from the world of politics.
Although his presentation was aimed at beginners, he realised his audience would be
aware of most of the resources he covered. He used examples from his own families to
illustrate what family-history research can uncover and to promote the facilities offered by
Family History Societies – and ANESFHS in particular.
Scottish statutory B/M/D records began in 1855.  John showed the differences between the
newer printed ones and the older ones in cursive script (sometimes difficult to read), also
showing how to improve the quality on screen by using inverse light or image controls.
Pre-1855 births and marriages were recorded in Church of Scotland Old Parish Registers
by session clerks. Deaths and burials in OPRs usually contain little information.  Census
records are useful for finding details of family members living in the same household.
Information can be accessed at local Scottish Register Offices; Scotland’s People Centre in
Edinburgh (formerly New Register House); Scotland’s People online; and other online
resources such as Ancestry.co.uk.
John then showed photos of the ANESFHS Centre to emphasise the range of resources.  It
has an extensive library; microfilms and microfiches; Monumental Inscriptions; old local
newspapers on microfilm; indexed ancestor charts; an online research area and a talented
research team. The volunteers are a vital part of our Centre’s services. Volunteer
researchers are not professional genealogists but family historians with many years of
experience researching their own and other members’ family histories. Special mention
was made of volunteer Anne Park’s database, where she has collated information on
25,000 males commemorated on WW1 war memorials but has only found 11 women. The
Society publishes a variety of books and pamphlets, including the MIs and the highly rated
Family Record Book, which is for sale at ANESFHS and at the Scotland’s People Centre.
John was very lucky in that he had access to lots of family memorabilia from both sides of
his family: family Bibles; memories from elderly relatives, including his 101-year-old
mother; notebooks; photographs; family portraits; and even notes containing corroborating
evidence found on scraps of paper during a house clearance.
John’s own research was triggered by a portrait of his paternal great-granny Jane McHardy
(born a Stewart at Moulin, Perthshire) and a letter announcing the death of her brother and
an invitation to his funeral. She married a McHardy from Braemar, and they had ten
children.  They lived on a croft from which she would have walked 30 miles with a creel
containing butter, eggs and cheese on her back over high country to sell her produce at
market in Pitlochry.  Oral family history claimed that the McHardys were originally from
Gleney and that they were evicted during the Highland Clearances.  This was confirmed
by an OPR baptism recorded in 1838 when the family were in Gleney.

Society Reports, News and Information
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His grandmother Harriet married Thomas Corall, who was a baker to trade and a stretcher-
bearer in the First World War.  He had kept a notebook during the war, in which there is a
pressed flower where he marked the breakthrough of the Hindenburg Line.  John’s father,
Seaforth Highlander and Eighth Army veteran Thomas, was a reluctant conscript but a
lucky survivor as the last man standing from the original battalion. His father’s parting
shot to him had been: “Weel, boy, that’s the last we’ll see o’ you, then”.  There had been
soldiers in the family for centuries, and in military records John found a William Currell
who joined the 2nd Battalion 25th Regiment of Foot in Aberdeen in September 1811 as a
drummer boy.  On discharge, he became a Chelsea Pensioner.
Grampian Health Board Archives are an excellent source.  John’s 2g-grandfather Thomas
Currell, a quarrier born in 1812, married Margaret Mitchell in 1850 at St Paul Street
Congregational Church in Aberdeen. On 12th November 1860, Aberdeen Asylum Register
showed him being admitted and sectioned.  He was 34 years old, living in Longacre, and
the 61st pauper of that year to be admitted.  The Register of Discharges and Removals
(Asylum) showed he was discharged after five years six months and four days and sent to
the City Poorhouse.  He had been suffering from incurable hypochondriasis but deemed
not to be a threat.  He was a comb-maker when he died of a stroke in the City Poorhouse,
Nelson Street, in 1870.  His widow received money from the Poor Fund.
John has the 1869 family Bible of his great-grandparents John Munro and Margaret
Hossack, which set him off on the trail of ancestors in Ross-shire and in particular in the
Black Isle.  His grandfather, also John, was remembered in the family as a progressive and
pioneering farmer, and this was confirmed in his obituary in the Ross-shire Journal.  This
demonstrated how old local newspapers can be a valuable resource for family-history
research.  His son (also John!) was mentioned in the local newspaper in the Second World
War, when it was officially reported that he was a prisoner of war in Italy.
John’s maternal great-granny Kirsty Millar, who spoke Gaelic, was left to look after the
croft when her husband Donald died young.  She then got a larger croft.  Like his paternal
great-granny McHardy, Kirsty had a long trek from the croft to sell her produce at market:
20 miles from Blackstand, Rosemarkie in the Black Isle, to Muir of Ord.
John ended by sharing his DNA test results.  His paternal DNA suggests that his ancestors
were Viking invaders some 1,000 years ago. His maternal DNA was more surprising,
with 28% of Yemenis sharing the same DNA as his Highland-born-and-bred mother.
kitcorall@gmail.com Kit Corall No. 1000

Alison Cameron, “White, black and grey: recent discoveries at Aberdeen’s
medieval friaries”
18th November 2017
Alison owns Cameron Archaeology, which works mainly in Aberdeen and shire, Moray,
Angus and Dundee. From 1986 to 2010, she had worked for Aberdeen City Council
Archaeological Unit.  Her talk covered excavations of areas in Aberdeen inhabited by the
Dominicans (Black Friars), Franciscans (Grey Friars) and Carmelites (White Friars).
The Dominicans lived from around AD 1230 in the area now covered by Robert Gordon’s
College and the Art Gallery.  There are no documents specifically about them, but court
records have odd references.  In 1554, a man was accused of digging on the Friars’
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property and taking away sand, and in 1546 crops grown by friars were being eaten by
horses and cattle. A dig in 2000 in the area uncovered a ditch, brick and pottery, which
were probably remains of the 1746 Cumberland Fort.  In the 2009 dig in Robert Gordon’s
grassed area, pieces of wall and, significantly, slates were found.
In 2015, workmen installing cabling found a skeleton under the pavement outside the Art
Gallery.  Thirty other skeletons were found in trenches towards Schoolhill, some of which
had been badly disturbed.  This may have been a graveyard complex.  Most skeletons were
lying in an east–west position.  Twenty-five were excavated completely, of which 23 were
adult, one infant and one child.  Three adults had fairly large stones in their mouths, which
is very unusual and the reason unclear.  Was it to stop evil spirits getting in or, as can be
found in Germanic burials, because the person was a gossip? Two skeletons showed signs
of brucellosis, which affects the vertebrae and can be contracted from cattle.  The Friars
would have kept animals.  Scientists from the University of Aberdeen are doing isotope
analyses to ascertain diet, looking at the teeth and where the individuals grew up.  The
results are still to come.  Samples point to them eating a lot of fish. Items found included
floor tiles from the Low Countries, local red-ware pottery, and pots from Scarborough.
Corroded iron nails with wood attached of oak and pine provided evidence that many of
the burials had been in coffins.
In 2016, the current Art Gallery renovation uncovered about 100 skeletons, as well as an
ossuary crammed in two coffins buried under the Gallery.  The bones have been reburied.
Some of the skeletons have been radiocarbon dated.  One was dated to between AD 941
and 1030, and others were from the 13th and 14th centuries.
The Grey Friars or Franciscans came to the Marischal College area in the 1460s.  This
order’s mission was healing, feeding and preaching in the local communities.  When
Marischal College was being developed to become Aberdeen City Council’s HQ in 2011,
an archaeological team dug trenches and found structures which were the foundations of
early buildings of the College.  They found a fireplace and painted walls, and under the
floors of the building were a Dutch tripod cooking pot and a small, locally made bottle or
flask, which was empty and covered by a slate.  Was this bottle a deposit gift?
The Franciscans built Greyfriars Church in a north-west–south-east alignment between
1518 and 1534.  It had become derelict in 1634, and the dig found only a small portion of
the church.  The remainder had been used as a foundation for Marischal College.  Seven
skeletons were found of males, all aligned with heads against the cloister walls. They
were well preserved, with hands clasped in prayer.  One skull had hair at the back, while
another skeleton had small fish-bones in the pelvic bones.  All the men had been elderly
with signs of osteoarthritis of the spine and very bad teeth worn or missing.  One without
front teeth may have suffered from leprosy.  The Greyfriars Obituary Calendar lists the
names of friars, some foreign and some local, e.g. Strang and Marischel.
The Carmelites or White Friars arrived in the area of the Green in AD 1273.  Their first
wooden church was replaced by a large church built of Mearns sandstone. The Carmelites
were wealthy and owned much land, but they tended not to live on prime land.  The Green
area was boggy, but there was plough-mark evidence of cultivation.  The Green was a
busy area at this time, with shops and stalls in the vennel leading to the Friary.
Excavations in the 1980s and 1990s revealed the foundations of the church, buttresses and
doorstones.  Two masons’ marks were found; and the roof had been tiled with Tayside
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stone.  After the Reformation, stone, slate and timber were removed for re-use except for
the stones that were underground.  Ceramic floor tiles were spread over the excavation,
some yellow ones in good condition.  The dig revealed the earliest water supply: three lead
pipes were found, and evidence of a lead-working pit as well as a 16th-century copper tap.
There were cobbled surfaces around the Friary, and the area was beautifully kept.  Other
finds included coins from the 1250s–60s and many other interesting objects.
Over 200 burials were excavated.  There was a late 16th-century burial of a child with
which previous bones had been reburied as a sign of respect. In some burials, the shape of
the coffin was evident; and shroud marks showed they had been pinned with copper pins.
Causes of death were varied: some had been as a result of blade wounds or sword wounds,
while at least five skeletons showed signs of TB, and others psoriatic arthritis or leprosy.
This was a fascinating topic, and Alison’s enthusiasm was evident.  It is surprising how
much historical and scientific information can be gleaned from bones and artefacts.
kitcorall@gmail.com Kit Corall No. 1000

—oOo—

Moray/Banff Group
Attendance at our monthly meetings continues to grow, with over 30 members at our
October “Bring along a brick wall” – always a popular session.  Having access to wi-fi in
Elgin Library has transformed the way we can work, as suggested solutions can be put into
practice instantly – and yes, some brick walls do get broken down during the meeting!
At November’s meeting, we investigated many useful websites.  We began by looking at
surprisingly useful but often unnoticed aspects in already familiar websites, and moved on
to look at a variety of other sites, all of which can contribute to research in different ways.
The December social was again well attended, with mince pies and a genealogy quiz
contributing to the festive mood. Our programme for 2018–19 is more or less in place,
and we are looking forward to another interesting and informative year.  Come along!
moray.banff@anesfhs.org.uk Mary Evans No. 1975

—oOo—

Glasgow Group Meetings
Neil Menzies, “Canadian records”
18th November 2017
Neil, a local member, shared the knowledge he had built up from years of investigating
Canadian family-history records and visiting archives such as Dawson City in Yukon.  He
provided a two-page handout, available on request and summarised here.  His presentation
led to a lot of useful Q&A with the appreciative audience.
Library and Archives Canada (www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/Pages/home.aspx) is the official
government site and portal to many official records.  Free Canadian genealogy websites:
https://familyhistorydaily.com/free-genealogy-resources/10-free-canadian-genealogy-websites/

Mary’s Genealogical Treasures (www.telusplanet.net/public/mtoll/) provides links to
many websites, while www.theshipslist.com/Research/canadarecords.shtml provides
information on the ships used by our ancestors, as well as 1,800 passenger lists.
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Your guide to the “best” genealogy sources in Canada is www.cangenealogy.com.
The Ship Hector Descendants Project (www.shiphectordescendants.ca/) is designed to
research the families of the passengers who arrived in Pictou, Nova Scotia in 1773.
Sherry Irvine and Dave Obee, Finding Your Canadian Ancestors: A Beginner’s Guide
(www.daveobee.com/), take you through genealogical records by type and by province.
They detail government and ecclesiastical records as well as those relating to special
groups such as Aboriginals, Acadians and Loyalists. Special attention is given to online
resources, including the extensive holdings of Library and Archives Canada.
The University of Guelph (Ontario) (www.uoguelph.ca/search/?q=scottish+archives)
holds the largest collection of Scottish archive material outside of Scotland.
On FamilySearch (LDS), https://www.familysearch.org/wiki/en/Canada_Genealogy is an
extensive guide to Canadian family history.
The City of Québec was the main 19th-century port of entry to Canada.  Immigration on
the St Lawrence River took place at a time when major cholera and smallpox epidemics
were sweeping through Europe. To help control their spread, the quarantine station at
Grosse Île, in the St Lawrence River downstream from Québec, was established in 1832
and operated until its closure in 1937 (www.pc.gc.ca/en/lhn-nhs/qc/grosseile).
www.canadiangreatwarproject.com/ promotes interest in Canada’s participation in the
First World War and research into the Canadians who participated, or other nationalities
who served in the CEF.  Registration is free and simple to do.
www.forposterityssake.ca/: dedicated to those who served in the Royal Canadian Navy.
December 6th 1917 dawned clear and sunny in Halifax.  Before darkness fell, more than
1,000 people would die, with 1,000 more to follow.  Another 9,000 were injured in the
biggest man-made explosion the world had ever seen (www.cbc.ca/halifaxexplosion/ and
http://novascotia.ca/archives/virtual/?Search=THexp&List=all).
www.ourroots.ca is a library, archive, museum and school all in one.  Check the collection
to find Canadian local histories in French and English.  Check back often – they’re always
adding more.
Provincial websites
Alberta http://provincialarchives.alberta.ca/
British Columbia http://search-collections.royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/Genealogy
Manitoba http://vitalstats.gov.mb.ca/index.html
New Brunswick http://archives.gnb.ca/Archives/Default.aspx?culture=en-CA
Newfoundland & Labrador http://www.servicenl.gov.nl.ca/birth/
Northwest Territories http://www.gov.nt.ca/
Nova Scotia https://www.novascotiagenealogy.com/
Nunavut http://www.gov.nu.ca/
Ontario http://www.archives.gov.on.ca/en/tracing/index.aspx
Street directories https://torontofamilyhistory.org/researching-toronto-ancestors/city-directories/
Quebec http://www.opc.gouv.qc.ca/en/quebec-portal/
Saskatchewan https://www.ehealthsask.ca/residents/genealogy
Yukon http://www.yukongenealogy.com/

glasgow@anesfhs.org.uk Ivor Normand No. 4161
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Edinburgh Group Meetings
Jill Williams, FIGRS: “Irish Records and Research: a modern overview”
11th November 2017
Jill, a seasoned professional speaker, gave our small audience a real treat in her inimitable
Irish storytelling mode, with a four-page handout from which she addressed key points.
We had a most entertaining 90-minute romp through the minefield of Irish history and
records pertinent to researching family histories.  Too many Scots feel no need to look at
Irish records – but the 1841 census shows 10 million people in Ireland and only 2.6
million in Scotland. Many unemployed Irish came to Scotland, and there was a lot of
seasonal migration.  In the 1851 census, 18.9% of Dundee inhabitants were Irish-born, as
were 18.2% in Glasgow, and 4% for Scotland as a whole.  In 1871, it was Dundee 11.9%
Irish-born, and Glasgow 14.3%, with Paisley 9.8%. So, a great many Scottish families
will have Irish blood in them somewhere.
Jill shared with humour and candour her obvious long-term dedication to her researches,
coloured by the “interesting times” – i.e. Brexit – that are already impacting on the Irish
question.  After the Act of Union of 1800, Ireland and Britain were the same country, so
you will find no shipping records between them.  Jill also exploded some received myths:
for example, the “Famine” of the 1840s was more accurately “The Great Hunger”. There
was a potato blight but no failed harvest as such; rather, there was record food production,
but much of it exported (corn, sheep, pigs) – food sufficient for 18 million, yet 10% of the
10 million population died from hunger and disease, and another million emigrated as
whole families.  Also, the 1916 Easter Rising was started by a small group who occupied
the centre of Dublin for one week before being imprisoned. At that time, 200,000 Irish
soldiers were serving in the Great War, so the Rising had little local support in many areas.
Instead, the ringleaders’ subsequent executions helped to promote nationalism.
During the Civil War after the Partition of Ireland, the fighting to recapture the Four
Courts and their archives, in Dublin in June 1922, led to many records being burnt. In
particular, the decennial census records of 1821–51 were destroyed.  Those for  1861–91
had previously been destroyed by civil servants reporting to the Westminster government.
Jill went through the different types of Irish records now available:
Census of Ireland (www.genealogy.nationalarchives.ie): the earliest censuses “properly
available” online (and free) are 1901 and 1911. However, a number of suffragettes
refused to be counted in the 1911 census as a protest against not having the right to vote –
although sometimes the enumerator, especially if he was the local policeman, would fill in
any missing names he knew. The digitisation of the 1926 census has been promised for a
while – but Jill is not holding her breath, as no budget for the work has yet been approved.
Pension records (www as above) from 1908: initially for over-70s – and, as a result, some
ages in the 1911 census may not be reliable.  The Pension Search forms may provide some
information from some earlier census.
Soldiers’ wills written in 1914–17, plus the 1922 military census (on a different website,
but free), giving next-of-kin and address.
Civil registration: www.irishgenealogy.ie free online: marriages registered from 1845 in
non-Catholic churches, plus all B/M/Ds from 1864. Images currently available: births
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1864–1915, marriages 1882–1940, deaths 1891–1965. The date 1922 is important as the
division of record-keeping between the Republic and Northern Ireland. Prior to that date,
Dublin holds all images for the 32 counties of the island of Ireland.  The six counties of
Northern Ireland keep their own post-1922 records in Belfast.
Parish records: www.irishgenealogy.ie (free access) and registers.nli.ie.  In November
2017, irishgenealogy.ie added more images, so the website now holds:
 Births: index plus image of birth register page, 1864–1916
 Marriages: index only, 1845 (non-RC) / 1864 (RC) to 1869; index plus image of

marriage register page, 1870–1941
 Deaths: index only, 1864–77; index plus image of death register page, 1878–1966.
Public Record Office of Northern Ireland: www.proni.gov.uk has a huge digitisation
programme with a lot of information and guides, and also holds some material beyond the
six counties of Northern Ireland and the nine that comprise the province of Ulster.
Military service records pre-1922 are held at Kew (www.nationalarchives.gov.uk): go to
Help, then Research Guides, category “Military and maritime”.
Note that many Irish nationalist collections, including military service 1916–23 and
Military Pension collections, are held at www.militaryarchives.ie.
Commercial sites holding Irish collections can be useful:
www.findmypast.ie has Index to Irish Catholic registers; Irish prison registers 1790–1824;
Petty Sessions Courts; Earl Grey Scheme sending girls from workhouses to Australia, etc.
www.ancestry.co.uk includes Index to Irish Catholic registers to c. 1880; Irish casualties
of the First World War; Famine-relief papers and letters, et al.
The range of detail Jill managed to pack into her talk provided a clearer picture of the
diversity of records now available to consult online and in person.  Some census forms
were complex: not just a single form per household, but Form A for the residents at that
time, Form B1 for details about the building, and Form B2 for the outbuildings, such as
henhouses, stables, sheds and shacks. When searching by an address, a good tip is to leave
out the word Road, Lane etc. and type in just the name. Likewise, Jill’s advice is “know
the context” where naming could be in Gaelic or English, so leave out or put in the O’ or
the Mac when searching through Anglicised records. Bear in mind that many lived in
rural areas with no transport and at a fair distance from the Register Office, so it could take
some time before a birth was entered – and by then the exact date could well be forgotten.
So, don’t rush to eliminate a find whose d.o.b. is not quite right.
Be aware that names are not always specific to gender – in Cork in the census, there is
more than one Florance who is male, just as we still have Evelyn and Francis/Frances.
Advice is to leave the Male or Female boxes unticked when seeking an elusive relative.
Religious records differ, but Church of Ireland, Presbyterian, Methodist, Jewish, Quaker
and Huguenot can be found, while there are some gaps in Roman Catholic records due to
loss through rural isolation, weathering, mice and fires.  Over 50% of Church of Ireland
registers pre-1870 were lost in the 1922 fire in the Four Courts. All religions had to pay a
tax to the Established Church, so have a look at the Tithe Records. Register of Deeds,
1708 to date, survives; and there are over 150 Irish newspapers on the British Library
website www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk, and others at www.irishnewsarchive.com.
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It is not possible to cover here all that Jill said – but you could have a right to an Irish
passport if you have a grandparent’s Irish birth record.  Then you can stand in the short
queue at airports post-Brexit.
Jill recommends www.irish-genealogy-toolkit.com, Claire Santry’s website supporting
Irish research, with many useful explanations and links, e.g. to Irish naming patterns.  A
treasure trove is www.swilson.info, including surname incidence; registration district
listings; how to locate named townlands and parishes.
Jill’s handout recommended the book by John Grenham: Tracing Your Irish Ancestors
(Dublin: Gill & Macmillan, 4th edn 2012).
Jill is a Fellow of the Irish Genealogical Research Society.  Keep in touch with the world
of Irish genealogy through www.facebook.com/IrishGenealogicalResearchSociety/, which
is regularly updated.  Jill is happy to be contacted on jwgenealogy@aijk.org – and we
thank her for ensuring the accuracy of this brief report.

Betty Jordan (no. 18139) and Geoff Hare (no. 21515)
—oOo—

Publications Report 2017
Society Publications
Thanks, as always, to everyone included in the production of our latest MI booklets:
AA116 Chapel of Garioch & Logie Durno Kirkyards MIs. Revised edn. £3.00 90gms
AA084 Fetteresso Kirkyard MIs. £7.50 180gms
AA080 Kildrummy Kirkyard MIs. £3.00 120gms
AA081 Oldmeldrum Kirkyard (1891 extension) MIs. £7.50 150gms
AA183 St Clement’s Aberdeen Kirkyard MIs. Revised edition. £7.50 180gms
When an item needs to be reprinted, we check on-site for additions to existing inscriptions
and new stones.  These details are now added to our Index of Updates and Corrections,
to be found on our website.  Full text is also given.
Also on our website are the Index to Published MIs and Index to Unpublished MIs, the
latter (for members only) containing text for work reasonably complete to date.  Further
information can be had from Gavin Bell, our MI co-ordinator: mis@anesfhs.org.uk
Bruce Henderson Award
The latest winner is Sandi Howie for Vets in Uniform 1841–1941: Aberdeenshire’s
Veterinary Surgeons in the Armed Forces, which will be published by the Society in 2018.
jean.shirer@anesfhs.org.uk Jean Shirer  No. 14

Standing Orders
Check your Standing Orders in your bank account!  A few people still pay their 100 Club fee
each year but are not members, and it has to be refunded.  If you have an old SO from a golden
age when the membership fee was much less, fill in a Direct Debit form and cancel the SO.
Less trouble for everyone – particularly our hard-working Treasury team.  Thank you!
publications@anesfhs.org.uk Gay Murton No. 2127
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Editorial
Contributions and feedback are always welcome from Society members – and I’ve been
surprised at the overall lack of feedback to Journal 145 (November 2017).  What do you
think of the layout, readability and mix of content in each issue of the Journal?
I thank the two members who responded on Stanley Bruce’s article and 1902 photo of Hall
Russell employees (pp. 34–35; and ANESFHS website).  George Wood (no. 13758) notes
that the photograph can be seen in the Aberdeen City Archive “Hall, Russell Collection” at
HR/2/7/303; and Gordon Johnson (no. 546) advises that D. Richard Torrance’s regional
booklets are collected in Scottish Studio Photographers to 1914, 2 vols (Scottish Record
Society, 2011), which gives one national listing for all the photographers.
We have a number of longer articles in hand.  These will appear in future Journal issues as
soon as possible.  There may even be a bumper summer special edition!
The ANESFHS Midlands Group is still active and will hold its next meeting on Saturday
13th October 2018.  For details, contact Ron Herd (no. 32): midlands@anesfhs.org.uk or
herdrj@aol.com (01564 770335).
journal@anesfhs.org.uk Ivor Normand No. 4161

—oOo—

Events in 2018
ANESFHS will have a stall at these events in 2018 (and others to come!):
21st April, 10am–4:30pm, Rothes Hall, Glenrothes: SAFHS Annual Conference and Fair
19th–20th May, Broomhill Farm, Lyne of Skene, Dunecht: BA Events Vintage Country Fair
2nd June, 9am–4pm, Walker Halls, Troon: Family-History Fair (S Ayrshire Library Service)
23rd June**, 10am–4:30pm, Knavesmire Stadium, York Racecourse: Family-History Fair

(Discover Your Ancestors Publishing)
27th October, 9:30am–4:30pm, Concert Hall, Motherwell: Local and Family-History Fair

(Lanarkshire FHS)
** after an entry means that help is required with the bookstall at these events.  If you
think you may be able to help us out, please contact me.  We’d love to see you there.
jean.shirer@anesfhs.org.uk Jean Shirer No. 14

—oOo—

Membership Renewals
Hello, and a Happy New Year to all members from the Renewals Team.  Thank you for
your continued support of the Society and for the generous donations which so many of
you have added to your membership renewal payments.  Such donations are more than
welcome, and help to fund extra resources for the benefit of all members.
I offer my sincere apologies for any errors made in processing subscriptions. These do
occasionally happen despite our best efforts to get it right first time.  We are all volunteers.
May 2018 prove productive in your research.
renewals@anesfhs.org.uk Maria Cameron No. 9680
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Granite Roots Appeal: What a Difference a Year Makes
With Journal 142 (February 2017), the Society launched an ambitious campaign to raise
funds for improvements to our Research Centre.  We named it the “Granite Roots Appeal”
and sent out leaflets to all members advising of our plans.  Our goal was to raise £100,000
to upgrade our IT system, refurbish the Centre and improve access for the disabled.
It’s now a year later – and what a year it’s been!  Journal 145 (p. 16) reported that we’d
raised just over £40,000. As well as a large number of local donations, many have come
from members and visitors from around the world. Shortly after Journal 145 appeared, the
Society was notified that one of our members had left a benevolent legacy of just over
£44,000.  Committee discussions will take place to decide how best to acknowledge this
significant contribution.  Thanks to this and other generous donations, our members and
contributors have now raised in excess of £84,000.
Embarking on this appeal, we were unsure as to how realistic a goal we had set.  Thanks to
the astounding support received, we are now tantalisingly close to reaching our target.
Various IT upgrade options are being considered and costed.  This is a complex task
requiring significant effort to ensure compatibility across all of our systems. Plans are also
progressing in relation to disabled access improvements.  An architect has been consulted
to assist in proposing various options and determining the feasibility and costs.
A coordinated approach will be necessary in order that significant building works, IT
infrastructure improvements and Research Room refurbishment can take place with a
minimum of disruption to the operation of the Society.
These proposals would simply be pipe dreams without the overwhelming backing received
to date.  The Society would like to take this opportunity to thank our kind-hearted donors
for helping to create what will become a modern, well-equipped and improved Research
Centre for generations to come.

Granite Roots Committee
—oOo—

Ordering Publications: Books, Maps
Now that we have PayPal, e-mail is easiest for most people. Send your request direct to
publications@anesfhs.org.uk (not enquiries@ or research@).  It will be forwarded, but it
loses you 24 hours or more. I check stock and postage, and send you a unique reference
number and the PayPal link. You pay; I’m notified; and I pack and send your order.
Items in limited stock are held for ONE WEEK, so don’t order just before you go away for
a month! Sometimes I suggest “You could add (the parish map? the 1696 Poll Tax?) for
an extra £xx without increasing the postage” – especially overseas, where the postage is
expensive. Add the £xx, and e-mail me to say you’d like the extra.
You can still order by post and send a cheque, but you don’t know if we’ve still got the
item, and you have to guess the postage. Anything over 250g is probably a Small Parcel,
so allow £3.  You can still pay by sending card details by post with your order. Anything
with an AA prefix is our own publication and almost always available.
PLEASE DO NOT PHONE! It is not quicker, it is not clearer; it involves relays and little
notes that get mis-routed or lost. E-mail is best if you have a query.  Thank you!
publications@anesfhs.org.uk Gay Murton No. 2127
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Events Report 2017
In my report for 2016 (Journal 142, pp. 4–5), I expressed disappointment at the number of
events we attended – only 11 – and hoped there would be more in 2017.
Well, it came to pass as desired: 16 events under the Events volunteers’ collective belts.
Many thanks to you all; just what would I do without you, especially when there are two
events on the same day, or two-day events which mean a lot of Carrying of Boxes? (At
one point, there were to be three on a day in May – but one was cancelled. The obvious
answer to that problem would be to say “No, we can’t come”; but I do like to support the
small local ones.)  Two-day events can be particularly trying – and tiring – as the stall
usually needs to be cleared overnight. And I mean cleared: all books to be packed away,
shelves taken down, everything removed from the site, only to be reassembled the next
morning. Once that has been done, coffee is the priority, as I’m sure you can appreciate.
Anyway, where did we go? Some places are familiar, some are not: FH Fair at Beach
Ballroom, Aberdeen; Inverurie Postcard Fair (you do want to see the location of your
ancestors, don’t you?); SAFHS Conference, Kinghorn; Heritage Fair (two days) at Lyne of
Skene; History Fairs at Troon and York; Echt Show (a first here for a Heritage Tent: most
enjoyable, and I hope it continues to be a feature of this Show); Castle Fraser; Aboyne and
Braemar Games; Book Fairs at Ballater and Aberdeen; FH Fair at Motherwell; Open
Doors Day at Aberdeen Town House; and FH Fair at Mormon Halls, Edinburgh.  (Phew!)
That’s a good mixture for a heritage and non-heritage approach and therefore of clientele.
Some well attended, others not; but there is always plenty of interest, chat and guiding
people towards relevant stock, making the carrying of boxes and driving all worthwhile.
Come and visit us at an event near you.  Some have already been booked for 2018 – but do
check the Events List on the Society website for events which fall between Journals.
jean.shirer@anesfhs.org.uk Jean Shirer  No. 14

—oOo—
Book Review
The Registers of Rev. Lewis Gordon 1692–1716, minister of the Gospel
for Dunbennan and Kinnoir (Huntly), by historian Patrick W. Scott
These are the parish records transcribed from the originals which were
found in Huntly Parish Church strongroom, along with some general
social history written by Patrick.
History books tend to focus on the lairds and the gentry, but these registers have provided
a history of ordinary folk and the hardships they had to endure. At this time, the kirk was
the only body that provided aid, and it carried out the functions of today’s social services.
But they also censured and handed down punishments to those who erred. There was an
obsession with finding and punishing fornicators especially. The humiliation sometimes
drove people to suicide and women to conceal a pregnancy or even to kill the baby and
hide the body rather than face the Kirk Session and the congregation. There are
accusations of witchcraft on at least two occasions.
Names are also given of those who received poor relief and other unspecified payments.
Individuals who benefited were a quirky mix, sometimes referred to as “the poor at the
door, a poor orphan, a blind man, a fool” and suchlike.  Those outside the parish were also
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occasionally helped, such as “A stranger from Fordyce”.  Occasionally, items paid for
were specified, such as burial expenses, the purchase of a book, the cost of medicines
(seemingly for one favoured person only) and payment for the upkeep of a foundling baby
for a limited period only. Occasionally, meal was distributed to the poor.
Other payments and donations were made.  These included repairs to the church, thatching
of the school roof with divots (turf), building the harbours at Banff and Cullen, and to the
inhabitants of Leith who had suffered from an accidental fire.
Some payments give a glimpse of European events during this period, such as famine
relief for Protestants in France, and relief for a major epidemic in Europe which was a
result of continuous wars. There were collections “for the liberation of John Thomson,
slave to the Turks” and for Robert Innes and another man who had been “slaves with the
Turks”.  I presume these were prisoners of war.
Patrick’s description of the famine years is particularly poignant. For those in this area,
the famines were even worse than the potato famine of the mid-1840s.  There were very
poor harvests in 1694–1700, caused by severe weather.  There were other particularly bad
famine years in 1740, 1742, 1765–8 and 1795.  In 1767, there was the famous meal riot in
Huntly, provoked by a greedy miller hoarding huge stocks of meal and refusing to sell.
Patrick has written 12 previous books and has produced this latest at his own expense. As
only 100 copies were printed, it is not available outwith Huntly other than for reference in
the library at ANESFHS.
mary.scott@phonecoop.coop Mary M. Scott No. 4376

—oOo—
Not “Burial Books”!
We had an order recently for “burial books”. Do be clear on the difference between
gravestone records and burial records.
Many parishes have no burial records in the OPRs or the Kirk Session records.  The
gravedigger kept a tally – sometimes! – in his own little book, often reduced to initials,
always brief.  “John Vass his wife” – I have seen in such a notebook in Peterhead.  “Child
of ––” is common – boy or girl?  We don’t know.
The MI booklets (Monumental Inscriptions) record the inscriptions on the stones. There
may be more people in the grave than on the stone – cutting a stone was expensive, so why
record those five small children? – stillborn, neonatal, measles, pneumonia, drowned –
feed the survivors! There may be people on the stone but not in the grave – died at sea,
died abroad, buried in an unmarked grave.
There may be mistakes – we misread a figure?  Or the mason mis-heard or mis-read the
instructions – does that say 89 or 39?  The stone says “His son” – whose son among
several names?  People got things wrong: “beloved wife” – they never married! First
wives – or husbands – were left off the stone, forgotten, ignored, not even known about.
There was no legal requirement to record a death in Scotland until 1855. Rich people did
– money, property, land, wills and deeds recorded the dispositions. For poor people, there
might be no record – just the usual squabbles: “She aye meant my Jeannie to hae her claes!
Faa took the pretty plate?” – sound familiar?
publications@anesfhs.org.uk Gay Murton No. 2127
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100 Club News
The 100 Club gives our members the opportunity to win a cash prize while also supporting
the Society’s work.  All you need is a UK bank account, wherever you live.  The fee for
each number held is £12 per annum and is payable annually, in May, by banker’s order.
The payout is always 50 per cent of the income, and there are four prizes in the monthly
draw (1st 20 per cent,  2nd 15 per cent,  3rd 10 per cent and  4th 5 per cent of the income).
You must be a current member of the Society. If you decide not to renew your
membership, please also cancel your standing order for the 100 Club.
The draw takes place monthly, and cheques are posted to winners immediately.  Winners
are also announced in the Journal.  For further details, please see the current Information
Booklet on our website.  If you’d like to join, then please e-mail me (below).

No.
1st prize
(£24·40)

Mem.
No. No.

2nd prize
(£18·30)

Mem.
No. No.

3rd prize
(£12·20)

Mem.
No. No.

4th prize
(£6·10)

Mem.
No.

Nov 79
Angus
Pelham Burn 19808 89

Jennifer
Boyd 5018 106

Herbert
Longmore 1023 125

Janet
Brown 15008

Dec 16 Alan Byatt 4899 5
Herbert
Longmore 1023 125

Janet
Brown 15008 88

C. and A.
Horn 3667

Jan 14
Jane
Wynne 11882 127

Ruth
MacGill 14585 68

Gay
Murton 2127 103

Kathleen
McLeish 17352

100club@anesfhs.org.uk Teresa Shewell No. 4883
—oOo—

Society e-mail addresses
All the up-to-date addresses appear at the back of your Journal – please check before you
fire off a missive. Old addresses probably come up automatically on your computer.  One
such was used recently, and the missive took a roundabout journey before being found in a
dead mailbox. Some old ones have been subdivided, some abolished. Look them up in
your latest Journal, and delete the old ones from your computer.  Thank you!
publications@anesfhs.org.uk Gay Murton No. 2127

The Family Record
The road to hell is paved with biro and Tippex.
“Hello. I bought The Family Record from the SRO but have made so many mistakes on it
that I’d like to start again! Is it possible to buy a copy from you, please? Thank you. –– J”
“Yes, we produce it. Ideally we’d all use pencil and be able to rub out – but pencils don’t
sharpen the way they used to … and who has a pencil anyway except the one you have to
buy at an extortionate price in a Record Office, and you lose it?! The pages grow little
mountains of Tippex (which always dries up in the bottle …). –– Gay Murton”
“Oh yes, Gay, you’re right. I started in pencil, then grew a bit braver and turned to pen
(blue for males and red for females, no less).  That was my downfall! It did look very
smart until the inevitable … I will order now. –– J”
publications@anesfhs.org.uk Gay Murton No. 2127
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Diary
10th February 2018

ANESFHS Glasgow Group Meeting
Using DNA to solve family-tree mysteries
Michelle Leonard, genealogist/DNA detective
2pm, RSSCC, 260 Bath Street, Glasgow

17th February 2018
ANESFHS Aberdeen Meeting
TBA – see website and next Journal
2:30pm, Unitarian Church, Skene Terrace

3rd March 2018
ANESFHS Moray/Banff Group Meeting
Newspapers
2:00pm, Elgin Library, Cooper Park, Elgin

17th March 2018
ANESFHS Annual General Meeting
Followed by a talk – Neil Fraser
From Aboyne to Australia via Inverurie
2:00pm, Unitarian Church, Skene Terrace

7th April 2018
ANESFHS Moray/Banff Group Meeting
Old handwriting
2:00pm, Elgin Library, Cooper Park, Elgin

7th April 2018
ANESFHS Edinburgh Group Meeting
The Bedesmen of Old Aberdeen 1531–1988
(from Purgatory to Charity)
Prof. Ray McAleese, University of Aberdeen
2pm, Royal Scots Club, 29 Abercromby Place

21st April 2018
ANESFHS Aberdeen Meeting
The Rise of the North-East Granite Industry
Jim Fiddes
2:30pm, Unitarian Church, Skene Terrace

21st April 2018
SAFHS 29th Annual Conference and Fair
Was your ancestor a convict?
10am–4:30pm, Rothes Halls, Glenrothes, Fife
www.safhs.org.uk;  www.fifefhs.org

5th May 2018
ANESFHS Moray/Banff Group Meeting
Irish research
2:00pm, Elgin Library, Cooper Park, Elgin

12th May 2018
ANESFHS Glasgow Group Meeting
Members’ Day: Dating old photographs
2pm, Renfield Saint Stephen’s Church Centre,
260 Bath Street, Glasgow

19th May 2018
ANESFHS Aberdeen Meeting
Irish Research – Now is the Time
Jill Williams, FIGRS
2:30pm, Unitarian Church, Skene Terrace

2nd June 2018
Graveyard Outing
TBA – see website / Journal / King Street

2nd June 2018
ANESFHS Moray/Banff Group Meeting
Moray Archives
James Nock
2:00pm, Elgin Library, Cooper Park, Elgin

23rd June 2018
23rd Yorkshire Family History Fair
10:00am to 4:30pm
Knavesmire Exhibition Centre
York Racecourse
Over 40 FHSs and County Record Offices
ANESFHS will have a stall

1st September 2018
ANESFHS Moray/Banff Group Meeting
Bring along a brick wall
2:00pm, Elgin Library, Cooper Park, Elgin

8th September 2018
ANESFHS Edinburgh Group Meeting
“See you at the Fair!”  The history of North-
East fairs and shows
Betty Jordan
2pm, Royal Scots Club, 29 Abercromby Place

15th September 2018
ANESFHS Aberdeen Meeting
Canon Alexander Galloway – The Renaissance
Mannie fae Inverurie [postponed from 2017]
Prof. Ray McAleese
2:30pm, Unitarian Church, Skene Terrace

6th October 2018
ANESFHS Glasgow Group Meeting
From Aberdeenshire to Australia: HES’s
image, sound and video collections
Neil Fraser, Historic Environment Scotland
2pm, Renfield Saint Stephen’s Church Centre,
260 Bath Street, Glasgow

13th October 2018
ANESFHS Midlands Group Meeting
midlands@anesfhs.org.uk / 01564 770335
2:00pm at a member’s house
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,

Contacting Living Relatives: In Praise of FHS Meetings
My friend and I love attending ANESFHS Glasgow Group meetings – so much so, that I
eventually joined the Society after 12 years!  Though I have no North-East connections,
the group’s friendliness and atmosphere are always so welcoming, and the meetings are
always interesting and helpful.
I know we are a Family History Society, but I want to share my experience of trying to
trace and make contact with a nephew, Dion Devcich.  In 1972, his father, my brother
Maxwell, had emigrated from Scotland “under a black cloud” to New Zealand.  He moved
on to Australia in 1977 and died in Lismore, NSW, in 2004.  After all this time, I wanted
just to find out if Dion and his mother Irene had prospered and remembered family in
Scotland at all, as we in our family had never forgotten them.
In May 2017, the Glasgow Group’s “Members’ Day” was a workshop on “Family-history
problems and solutions”.  Nervously, I outlined my quest (Journal 144, p. 7, point (3)).  At
the meeting, suggestions included Facebook, Missing People Scotland, and other possible
websites.  I thank Sally and Sheila, who e-mailed me after the meeting, as they each had
contacts in New Zealand.  Dion was not shown in NZ at this time.
Another member, Murray Archer, e-mailed me with his discoveries from Ancestry.com: a
Dion Stewart Devcich had died in August 2001 in Fauquier County, Virginia, USA, aged
28.  US phone and address directories (1993–2002) showed a Dion S. Devcich at an
address in Culpeper, Virginia, from 1998 to 2000.  On the Bing map of the area, the
address is a group of dwellings on farmland ending at the Lopidan River, and close to
Fauquier where the death was recorded.  I have closure and don’t propose to enquire
further.  Dion’s mum, Irene, appears to have died in August 2002 in NZ.
www.heritage.org.nz shows a Devcich Farm and confirms that this family were migrants
from Dalmatia.  I have also been sent a list of persons of that surname in the Waikato
Composite Roll.  I chose to write to one man whose middle name was the same as Dion’s
grandfather’s name.  I enclosed photos and family information from the 1970s and 1980s,
and my contact details – and I still hope for a reply.
marymarymurray@hotmail.com Mary Murray No. 20982

Unaccustomed as I am …
Little did I think that in my senior years I would appear on television, let alone in another
country.  Amazing where family-history research takes you!
When I started my research in the early 2000s, an Internet search for my 2g-grandfather
Alexander Kellas brought a plethora of strikes – all for Dr Alexander Mitchell Kellas,
mountaineer.  This was not my Alexander; but he was a fascinating character, and I
thought it was likely that he would appear on a branch of my family somewhere.
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Roselea House
12 Springbank Terrace, Aberdeen  AB11 6LS

Tel./Fax: 01224 583060
E-mail: CandFMoore@roseleahouse.co.uk

Friendly, family-run, city-centre guest house convenient for bus/railway stations and ferry terminal.
Vegetarian breakfasts available.  TV and tea/coffee-making facilities in all rooms.

A non-smoking establishment.
B&B rates:  Single:  £40.00, en-suite £50.00

Double/Twin:  £30.00 p.p., en-suite £35.00 p.p.
Members of Aberdeen & NE Scotland Family History Society.

A discount of 5% is offered to members, if requested at time of booking.
Visit our website at www.roseleahouse.co.uk

As my information accumulated, I discovered that I was doubly related to him.  Dr A. M.
Kellas’s parents were James Fowler Kellas and Mary Mitchell.  James’s cousin Alexander
married Mary’s aunt, Ann Findlay – and this couple were my 2g-grandparents. I read all I
could about Dr Kellas’s life and achievements, and wrote an article about him (Journal 93,
November 2004, pp. 22–24, available on the ANESFHS website).  I also put some
information about him on my family tree on Tribal Pages.
In mid-2016, the producer of DNA Detectives, a New Zealand TV programme, found my
Internet page and contacted me to seek the connection between me, the mountaineer and a
Donald Kellas who had been identified as her celebrity guest’s ancestor.  I explained that
Donald was my great-grandfather’s brother, both of them being children of Alexander and
Ann, and thus both doubly connected to the mountaineer.  I gave her all I could about the
family circumstances and history.  When she asked to discuss where she was going to take
her guest, I sent back lots of suggestions for places in Scotland relevant to the family.
To my surprise, she wanted to discuss bringing him to meet me so I could explain our
connection to the mountaineer.  At first I was hesitant – but I love this type of show (e.g.
Who Do You Think You Are?), so it seemed hypocritical to want such shows to be made
but then refuse to participate.  As it turned out, everyone was very nice, and we enjoyed an
afternoon doing the filming. Very little of it ended up on TV – obviously the connections
were too complicated for them to spend time on.  My contribution was telling their guest
about Dr Kellas, and for him to meet a blood relative who, he said, looked exactly like his
aunt.  After that, they took him to Nepal and Everest base camp to see the sites of our
relative’s achievements, and to meet Sherpa people.  (Our Dr Kellas climbed mostly with
the Sherpas and was the earliest European to promote their extraordinary skills.)
Over a year later, the show screened in NZ in November 2017, so now I can tell you about
their celebrity guest.  It was a great pleasure to meet Sir John Kirwan, All Blacks rugby
great, rugby-union coach in Japan and Italy, founding member of the NZ-based Warriors
rugby-league team which competes in Australia, and campaigner for mental-health issues.
And to have him marvel at my resemblance to his aunty!
jeanettedall@yahoo.com.au Jeanette Dall No. 12686
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QUERIES

146/1 LEDINGHAM: My 2g-gf George Ledingham was a farmer/slate quarrier in Forgue
and Culsalmond parishes.  In 1846 in Forgue, he was recorded as the father at the b.
of my gt-gf Alexander Bartlet Ledingham.  The 1851 census for Forgue records his
wife as a “pauper farmer’s widow”. Seeking George’s d. date and any help in
explaining his “disappearance” between 1846 and 1851.
iml@scotpad.co.uk Iain Ledingham No. 19233

146/2 SINCLAIR / JAPPY:  My gt-gf James Sinclair jnr was b.c. 1838 (in Buckie?) to
unmarried parents James Sinclair snr and Margaret Jappy, both of Rathven (Buckie).
James snr is a “house carpenter” on James jnr’s 1862 m. cert., and “house carpenter
(deceased)” on James jnr’s 1891 d. cert.  I have been unable to find out more.
I know more about Margaret Jappy, but any additional info would be appreciated.
She was bapt. 1811, d/o George Jappy and his wife Jane/Jean REID, both of Rathven.
In the 1841 census, she is in Buckie with her mother and her young son James jnr. In
the 1851 census, she is no longer with them.  At her d. (1891, Govan, Glasgow), she
is described as widow of Alexander GEDDES, master shoemaker (who d. 1897,
Buckie). Her d. was registered by her son Alexander Bruce Geddes, who himself d.
1900 leaving a widow and apparently no issue.
alasdairjss@hotmail.com Alasdair Sinclair No. 21584

146/3 GEALES / TOPP: My 2g-gf John Geales (1811–94) m. Margaret FORDYCE (1804–
81) in 1830.  Their dau. Isabella Geales (1835–1905) m. William Topp (1845–93),
and they lived at Millburn, Bogfountain, Ythan Wells, where the Topps had lived for
many years. I have researched the Topps extensively and the Geales family less so,
and would like to hear from anybody who has been researching these families.
larnetay@aol.com Alastair Taylor No. 21070

Instructions for Queries
Queries are accepted from paid-up Society members free of charge.  Non-members should
donate £1.00 per query (or postage stamps).  Up to four queries per person will be accepted
per calendar year.  The parts of a multi-part query count as separate queries. Each query
will show the submitter’s name, e-mail address and membership number.  The query
service is intended for ancestor research and not as a finding service for recent or living
relatives.  We will omit parts of a query which we consider too recent, or which have no
North-East Scottish content.
If you have asked the Society for research, you’ll receive an answer eventually.  Please
don’t duplicate requests by asking for research on the same question as a Journal query.
Please send Journal queries separately from other correspondence, with your name and
membership number on each request.  If you resubmit or update an old query, please
annotate it accordingly so that we don’t waste time typing and editing duplicates.
In each Journal, we include all the queries that are ready.  Queries received close to our
publication date will appear in the following Journal.
E-mail queries, with membership number, should be sent to: queries@anesfhs.org.uk

Queries
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146/4 WYLLIE / CLARK / LEES: My gf William Wyllie (b. 1847 Dunnottar) had an illegit.
dau. Margaret Jane Clark (b. 1869 Crawton, Dunnottar) with Betsy Clark. Margaret
m. William Lees (b. 1871 Dunnottar) in Oct 1906, and they had a dau. Maggie Jane
Lees (b. 1907 Stonehaven).  Betsy d. Mar 1927, and Margaret Jane d. Dec 1952.
Maggie Jane Lees d. 1994 Stonehaven, as reported by her “adopted son”, G. Lees of
10 Carron Terrace, Stonehaven. Who is/was he? Any help would be appreciated.
awyllie40@aol.com Arthur Wyllie No. 620

146/5 LEITH / MURRAY:  I demolished a 40-year brick wall in 2017, but it has inevitably
led to another one.  Alexander Leith (b. 1810 Leslie, Aberdeenshire) was an excise
officer when he m. Mary Murray in 1839 in Dumfries. He became a commercial
clerk c. 1849, travelling the country for a wine & spirits merchant, William Shiels &
Co. of Leith.  He lived in Edinburgh for some years, and his family is in the 1841 and
1851 censuses. However, on his travels, he met Elizabeth THOMSON in Aberdeen,
and they had an illegit. son, John, b. 1845 (my gt-gf).  In 1852, Elizabeth took
Alexander to court in Edinburgh to claim paternity costs – and the trail ends there.

   /a I would love to know if his wife and family found out about his misdeeds – and, if
so, did she divorce him? Is it possible to find divorce papers?

   /b Also, he has completely disappeared. He is not on any census in Scotland or England
that I can see, and I wondered if he went abroad. If so, did he take his family? He
had two legitimate chn, John Murray Leith b. 1840 and Helen Nicoll Leith b. 1843. I
think Helen d. 1928 in Australia, and wonder if the whole family moved there, but
can find no trace of them on passenger lists on Ancestry.
Through the Society website’s Members’ Forum “Brick Walls” section, a member in
Australia helpfully told me that Helen Nicol Leith m. John Brown STEEL in 1885 in
Victoria, and that a researcher in Queensland can be contacted via Ancestry. Any
other help would be appreciated.
marilynrobertz@gmail.com Marilyn Roberts No. 21691

146/6 STEWART / SMITH: I have been searching for 15 years for my gt-uncle Charles
Stewart (b. 6 Jul 1870 Glenmuick, ABD), eighth of 10 chn of Peter Stewart and Mary
Smith (m. 1856 Birse, ABD).  He is in Glenmuick in the 1891 census but not in any
1901 census. According to family legend, he emig. to S Africa and m. someone who
had been taught by Mary MOFFAT, wife of David LIVINGSTONE.  I have regularly
posted queries on S African message boards but have never received a reply.
A Mr Chas Stewart (“Scotch”, aged 28) was on the Dunvegan Castle bound for Cape
Town from Southampton in 1897, but there is nothing to confirm this is him. We
know that Charles had several chn.  My late mother recalled seeing a photo when she
was a child – but this photo has been lost.
Mary Moffat d. 1862 – but I find present-day Zambia has a Mary Moffat School, so
is this the origin of that story? I have failed to make contact with the school, but
without knowing Charles’s wife’s maiden name it would be a very long shot.
I have also searched S African death notices.  There are a few Charles Stewarts, but
nothing to confirm the correct one.  I just don’t know where to look now.
s_mckendrick@yahoo.com Stewart McKendrick No. 10144
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Record of Ancestors Chart
Donald Payne’s Family Tree
My tree has two distinct halves, as my father’s family comes from southern England and
my mother’s from Aberdeen and Shetland. The two halves came together in Cromarty in
the Second World War, courtesy of the Royal Navy and the Coastguard.
Scottish roots
Researching my Scottish ancestors is much easier because of the amount of information on
Scottish certificates compared to English ones. Also, the Scotland’s People website makes
it more readily available.  Various Shetland Times publications have helped enormously. I
turn out to be related to the ancient kings of Scotland through an illegitimate daughter of
King James V. However, as he and his father each had numerous illegitimate children, I
suspect that half of Scotland can make the same claim!
I couldn’t find the births of my mother or any of her sisters until I remembered that Torry
used to be in Kincardineshire before it became part of Aberdeen. In fact, BMDs continued
to be registered in Nigg, Kincardineshire up to 1931. Once I understood that, all became
clear. Belatedly, I remembered that, until at least the mid-1980s, the signpost for Leggart
Terrace at the Bridge of Dee was from Kincardineshire County Council.
English roots
Research in England is more difficult as, for BMDs after statutory registration began in
1837, the quarterly indexes give no precise dates and only the registration district for the
event, not the town or parish. The General Register Office (GRO) will provide a copy of
the relevant register entry for a fee, currently £9. There is no centrally available repository
for BMDs before 1837. You need access to each county’s archives for those.
I’m fortunate that most of my paternal grandmother’s family came from Essex, where
records are comprehensive – back, in most parishes, to the early 16th century. I’ve
purchased access to Essex records, and currently I’m struggling through early 17th-century
parish records – in Latin! (Unfortunately, I was kicked out of Latin at the end of 1st year
in Aberdeen Academy for being noticeably hopeless.) Also, you have to be very careful
of dates between 1st January and 24th March so as not to get confused about which year
you are in. In most English parish records up to 1752 when Britain adopted the modern
Gregorian calendar, the year starts on 25th March.
Scotland had adopted New Year as 1st January in AD 1600 but, along with England and
Wales, still used the Julian calendar until 1752. The Julian calendar became progressively
behind the solar year because of miscalculated leap years, and by 1752 it was 11 days
behind (Russia adopted the Gregorian calendar only in 1918, which is why the October
Revolution was celebrated in November).  In my family tree, I use the Gregorian calendar
wherever possible to keep Scottish and English dates compatible.
Family mysteries
I haven’t uncovered many mysteries so far in my ancestors, nor any skeletons, apart from
the odd illegitimate birth. We seem to have been a pretty conventional lot: crofters,
seamen or fishermen and agricultural labourers were the most common occupations.
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One 2g-grandfather was born in Amsterdam in 1840 to a father from London and a mother
from Paris. I haven’t yet established what was going on there at that time. Another 2g-
grandfather just disappears. He was married in Essex in 1865, had two sons by 1870 and
had disappeared by the 1871 census, never to be heard from again.  He never appears in
another census, and nor have I found any record of his death.
DNA testing
I’ve had my DNA tested, and it confirmed what I already knew: half my family came from
southern England and half from Scotland! Shetland didn’t show up; but, as far as I can
tell, my Shetland ancestors mainly migrated there from central and southern Scotland.
The best result of DNA testing is that it has put me in touch with cousins I hadn’t known
about. Four of my maternal grandmother’s sisters emigrated to North America in the early
1920s. One of her nieces has given me some family history that I was unaware of (my
grandmother died ten years before I was born, and my cousin knew more about her than I
did). Conversely, I have been able to fill in gaps in my cousin’s knowledge.
Lessons learned!
I’ve learned a few things during my continuing research into my family. Number 1: don’t
believe anything you see on the common family-history websites unless it’s backed up by
documentary evidence; and even then, check that. These sites are useful as a guide, but
check everything yourself. Read the documents, confirm people’s assumptions and check
the references. I am quite ruthless about information in my family tree. If I can’t prove it
by documentary evidence, it isn’t entered in my tree, no matter what other people have
stated. It is clear that many people don’t read or check what they place on these sites.
For example, one Aberdonian ancestor, a merchant seaman, was lost at sea. The crew list
for that voyage shows him as an Able Seaman/Cook. I also have his Royal Naval Reserve
records, and he never rose above AB. Someone has uploaded, to a well-known website,
papers for successful examination for Second Mate, claiming that it’s the same person.
Same name, same birthplace, born within a year of each other – but not the same person.
Remember – just because it’s the same name, even if the parents have the same names,
does not mean it’s the same person. It’s not uncommon for two brothers to be married and
each to have a son, born only a short time apart, both named after their grandfather.
Secondly, neither the International Genealogical Index nor other websites contain all the
parish records. I have access to the Essex parish records – and, in many cases, I can’t find
them on the IGI or anywhere else. Also, these databases assume that family surnames
were used in all cases. In many parts of Shetland, patronyms were used instead.
Another thing to remember is that spelling was not standardised and record entries were
sometimes spelt phonetically, so some creativity in spelling and the use of * as a wildcard
in the search terms often helps. Also, some of the transcription leaves a lot to be desired.
Check the original parish records, or good scans of them, wherever possible.
Finally, if stuck on a particular part of your family tree, try another branch. Or do
something else for a week or two. When you come back, you will often find information
that was right under your nose. For “light relief”, I work on my wife’s family tree. Try
finding a Jones (most of them miners) in 19th-century South Wales! Any problems with
my family tree pale into insignificance compared to that.
payned73@gmail.com Donald Payne No. 15529
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“For Those in Peril on the Sea”
Maritime Deaths in Memorial Inscriptions
While helping recently to prepare the revised MIs for St Clement’s, Aberdeen, I was
forcibly struck by the number of deaths at sea. That there should be such records at St
Clement’s is no surprise – this was always known as the seamen’s kirk – but I was taken
aback by the sheer number of them; of just over 600 readable stones at St Clement’s, 91
record deaths at sea, in some cases multiple instances within a single family.
Recalling that I had come across similar inscriptions elsewhere, I was moved to check for
deaths at sea among MIs in other burial grounds. Looking initially at kirkyards with an
obvious maritime connection, but later spreading the net wider to include all MI booklets,
I eventually found records of deaths at sea in 82 of the 146 burial grounds published to
date by ANESFHS. That initially surprised me, but, on reflection, it is not so very odd –
nowhere in north-east Scotland is much more than 60 miles from the sea, and while the
natives of inland parishes did not, generally speaking, go to sea as sailors or fishers, many
of them travelled overseas as merchants, soldiers, emigrants and colonial civil servants.
The total of maritime deaths found so far in the MIs is not far short of 1,000. As with
deaths on land, that is probably only the tip of the iceberg, with many of those who found
a watery grave probably never making it onto a gravestone. Of those who did, half are
recorded simply as “died at sea” or “lost at sea”, without any further details, which is
perhaps a reflection of what an everyday occurrence death at sea once was. Particularly
poignant are stones which record that someone was “presumed drowned” or “supposed to
have been lost at sea”, in ships which simply never reached their destination.
A few of the deaths are undated, but for most we have at least a year, and these show
recorded deaths at sea rising during the 19th century to a peak in the 1860s–70s before
dropping away again by the 1900s. It seems likely that the fall in mortality reflects, in
part, the efforts of Samuel Plimsoll and other reformers to stop the scandal of the “coffin
ships” and to fix, in law, minimum standards of construction, maintenance and operation
of merchant vessels. Following this downturn in marine deaths, there are then two later
peaks, in the decades 1910–20 and 1940–50, representing deaths at sea in the two World
Wars. Some of these deaths
are commemorated on stones
of the standard CWGC
pattern, but others appear on
the family stone as “lost on
active service” or “due to
enemy action”.
A good many of the lost and
drowned are identified as
fishermen, or appear to be
members of fishing families,
and these probably represent
the biggest single group of
those whose deaths at sea are

Articles
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recorded. The inscriptions do not all give a specific location, but those that do are mostly
on the north-east coast (the few exceptions being crew members of whalers lost in Arctic
waters). It is a commonplace that the most dangerous parts of any sea voyage are the start
and the end of it, where the vessel has to negotiate the interface between land and sea, so
we read of lives lost “while taking the shore at Crovie”, or “with his ship striking on a rock
near Campbelltown”, or “drowned taking Aberdeen Bar” (the Bar was a shifting sandbank
at the mouth of the harbour created by material carried down by the River Dee).
A further significant group of victims are crew members of merchant vessels, such as
“Shipmaster”, “Chief Engineer”, “Ship Carpenter”, “2nd Mate” or “late purser on an East
Indiaman”, while others appear to have been travelling on business, or as colonial
administrators: “on his way home from India”, “on his return from Lisbon”, “on a voyage
from Liverpool to Rio-de-Janeiro”, “from Strait Settlements on his homeward voyage on
furlough”. Deaths of this latter group are reported from every corner of the globe.
The inscriptions mostly record single deaths, or occasionally two or three members of a
family who perished together, but these individual deaths are sometimes pointers to bigger
mishaps, both locally and wider afield. Two stones at St Clement’s illustrate this: stone
488 records the deaths of two Urquhart family members in the wreck of the Shepherdess
in Algoa Bay, South Africa, while stone 599 lists John Cargill as having died in the same
incident. According to a contemporary report in the Aberdeen Journal of 3rd August 1859,
“12 of the crew of 14 met a watery grave, of whom eight belong to Aberdeen” – but none
of the others can be found in the MIs.
A similar pattern emerges with one of north-east Scotland’s most notorious marine
disasters, namely the loss of the whaler Oscar which ran ashore at the mouth of Aberdeen
harbour on 1st April 1813, only two men being saved out of a crew of 44. Most of the
dead are known to have been buried in a mass grave at the east end of St Fittick’s
Kirkyard, Nigg, although there does not appear ever to have been a stone to mark the spot,
while just five of the victims are commemorated on stones in other seafarers’ kirkyards:
two at Newburgh Holyrood (John Henderson and John Innes) and three at St Clement’s
(John and Charles Sim, and John Stuart).
By a cruel coincidence, exactly 40 years later, on All Fool’s Day 1853, there was another
disaster just outside Aberdeen harbour, when the SS Duke of Sutherland, one of the
London packet ships, fell foul of treacherous currents on the Bar and ran on to rocks just
off the breakwater. Out of 55 passengers and crew, only 15 (or, according to one account,
16) survived. Two of the dead have memorials in St Clement’s: Captain Edward Howling,
and 2nd Officer Peter Ligertwood.
“Aberdeen Man Drowned at Sea” runs the legendary (if apocryphal) local headline that
announced the sinking of the Titanic – but the MIs have not to date yielded up any of the
1,500-plus victims of that particular calamity. There are, however, records of lives lost in
other major shipwrecks of that decade. Next in notoriety to the Titanic is probably the
Lusitania, sunk by a U-boat in 1915 with the loss of 1,198 lives, two of them
commemorated at Oyne (Robert Brown) and Marnoch (Alick Stuart). Coming between
these two sinkings in time, and with a death toll almost as high (1,012 dead out of 1,477
on board), was the loss in 1914 of a ship whose fate has largely faded from the public
consciousness, the Empress of Ireland, which sank after a collision in the St Lawrence
River. One victim (Sarah Smith) is remembered on a stone in Peterculter Cemetery.
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No other loss of a passenger ship approaches these last three in sheer numbers of deaths,
but one that matches them in tragedy was the sinking (again by U-boat) of the City of
Benares in 1940, with the loss, among others, of 77 evacuee children on their way to
Canada. Hugh Hendry, 2nd Officer of this ship, is remembered on a stone in Doune
Kirkyard, Macduff.
Apart from recording such cases of major civilian loss of life, the MIs reflect some mass
deaths of Royal Navy personnel. HMS Pathfinder (1914, 259 dead), HMS Vanguard
(1917, 804 dead) and HMS Royal Oak (1939, 833 dead) are mentioned on stones in
Kinnernie (John Hosie), Nellfield Cemetery, Aberdeen (William Reid) and Hillhead
Cemetery, Portknockie (William Wood).
Numerous other losses of Royal Navy vessels are mentioned in the MIs, but two in
particular stand out as having been headline news in their day. The first was Sir John
Franklin’s ill-fated attempt to find the North-West Passage, setting off 1845, on HM Ships
Erebus and Terror, which then vanished into the icy wastes of the Canadian Arctic. By
1847, they were generally given up for lost, and while a succession of searches over the
following 150 years gradually revealed the terrible fate of the expedition’s 129 members,
the ultimate resting places of the two vessels were not found until 2014 and 2016. A stone
in Nellfield Cemetery, erected probably in 1871 on the death of his wife, commemorates
“James Reid, Ice Master HMS Erebus, Sir John Franklin’s expedition”.
The other great naval disaster, epitomising for the Victorian public both the “stiff upper
lip” and the doctrine of “women and children first”, was the wreck of the HMS
Birkenhead. This was a steam paddle frigate, one of the Royal Navy’s first iron vessels,
later converted for use as a troopship, which struck an uncharted reef near the Cape of
Good Hope in 1852. Only 193 of an estimated 643 souls aboard survived. The event was
celebrated in verse by Rudyard Kipling (among others), but the inscription on a stone at
Daviot recounts the events in rather less cloying terms and deserves to be given in full:

Sacred to the memory of Alexander Seton of Mounie Esq., Lieutenant-Colonel of Her
Majesty’s 74th regiment of Highlanders, son of the before named Alexander Seton Esq., of
Mounie & his wife Janet Skene born 4th October 1814.  He commanded the troops on
board HMS ship Birkenhead and was drowned together with about 400 men in the wreck of
that vessel near Point Danger, Cape of Good Hope, on 26th February 1852.  Immediately
after the ship struck the sunken rock, Lt-Col. Seton exerted himself to secure the safe
removal of the women and children who were on board at the time and not one of these was
lost.  Issuing his orders with coolness, precision and complete presence of mind, forgetful of
self, and setting a noble example to the brave men under his command, he devoted all his
energies to the call of duty and humanity and calmly faced a death more dreadful that that of
the battlefield.  He was distinguished for his talents as a mathematician and linguist, and his
acquirements in various branches of literature and the fine arts were of high order.

Apart from Alexander Seton, nearly 1,000 other individuals who perished at sea have so
far been identified among the MIs published by ANESFHS. These have now been put
together in a searchable database, with links to the full text of each inscription.  By the
time you read this, the data should be available on the Society’s website under  “DataBank
… Memorial Inscriptions”.
mis@anesfhs.org.uk Gavin Bell No. 4085
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The Jura: © National Maritime Museum

Source: Oamaru Mail, from The Cyclopedia of New
Zealand (Otago and Southland Provincial Districts)

https://nzhistory.govt.nz/media/photo/
packing-up-camp-south-africa

Sergeant-Major Alexander Ledingham, NZ Mounted Rifles
Alexander, my paternal great-uncle, was born on 1st

May 1875 in Maheno, Oamaru, North Otago, New
Zealand, the sixth of nine children of Margaret (née
Millar) and George Ledingham.  George (b.c. 1830 in
Culsalmond, Aberdeenshire) had emigrated on 23rd

June 1858 from Glasgow on board the Jura, arriving in
Port Chalmers, Otago on 23rd September after 92 days.
The passenger list totalled 375, all reportedly from
Scotland.
Otago had been settled only 10 years previously, and Dunedin was the principal town of
this Scottish settlement.  George was briefly involved in gold-prospecting in nearby
Gabriel’s Gully before acquiring a 330-acre farm in Otepopo district, where he lived for

several years before moving to
Ledinghall, Maheno.  Margaret,
from Lanarkshire, had emigrated in
1863. After 1901, they lived in The
Homestead (now The Manor;
originally Awamoa House) in
Oamaru, where George died, aged
nearly 90, on 21st July 1918.
Alexander was educated at local
schools before working as a
carpenter with his brothers on their
farms in Georgetown and Papakaio
near Oamaru.  In 1901, aged 26, he
enlisted in the Fifth Contingent of
the NZ Mounted Rifles and was
involved in the South African War.
He later transferred to the Seventh

Contingent as quartermaster and served in Transvaal, Orange Free State, Rhodesia and
Cape Colony.  This photograph was taken as the men of the Seventh Contingent and their
horses prepared to depart from Durban at the end of the war in May 1902.
Alexander was awarded the King’s South African
Medal for his services during this conflict.  He
was repatriated to Hastings and later moved to
Wellington, where he married Isabella Bell Cook
in 1907. The couple had no children.
At the height of the First World War, Alexander
was keen to do his duty again – and, at the age of
40, he enlisted on 11th January 1916 as a corporal
in the 15th New Zealand Mounted Rifles, being
promoted on 31st May to sergeant-major.  He
spent several months instructing new recruits before embarking for the Middle East in July
1916, arriving in the Suez on 25th August.  He subsequently served in the Sinai Campaign
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Maheno War Memorial, Otago

with the Canterbury Mounted Rifles (CMR) of the NZ Expeditionary Force.  It was during
this campaign that Alexander was killed in action on 9th January 1917 at Rafah in
Palestine, along with four of his companions-in-arms.
The Roll of Honour contains the names of all the men known to have served at one time
with the CMR Regiment and who gave their lives in the service of New Zealand during
the Battle of Rafa (as it is known), Sinai, on 9th January 1917:

Leslie Walter GIBBS, Killed in Action
Alexander LEDINGHAM, Killed in Action
Maurice James LELIEVRE (LE-LIEVRE), Killed in Action
Christian Fraser McINTOSH, Died of Wounds
George Alexander MITCHELL, Killed in Action

Lest We Forget
Alexander was buried in Kantara Military Cemetery on the eastern side of the Suez Canal
in Egypt, 160 km north-east of Cairo.  After his death, the Victory and British War medals
awarded to Alexander were forwarded to his widow, Isabella.
The Sinai campaign against the Ottoman Turkish forces has been documented in detail and
clearly indicates the key role played by the CMR in partnership with the Australian Light
Horsemen and the Camel Corps.
An intriguing and heart-warming twist to this sad story occurred in 2014.  On 4th April that
year, I received the first of a series of much-appreciated e-mails from Mark Wylie, whose
wife, Adrienne, is related to the Ledingham family.  Mark and Adrienne live near Oamaru,
and I am indebted to both for the sources used in the following account.
The children at Maheno School were asked to
undertake research on the names listed on the
Maheno War Memorial for Anzac Day.
Alexander Ledingham was included among the
list of 42 names – a shocking number for such
a small community.
An article on the children’s endeavours
appeared in the Oamaru Mail around this time,
inviting help with information on any of the
soldiers on the Memorial.  Mark and Adrienne
offered to help a seven-year-old pupil with his
research on Alexander Ledingham (who, with
his siblings, had attended Maheno School).
Coincidentally, a woman unrelated to the
Ledingham family had bought a beautifully
framed photograph of Alexander in a second-
hand shop in Oamaru 20 years earlier.  She
saw the Oamaru Mail article and contacted the
school, offering the photograph for their archives.  The principal of the school decided that
the photograph belonged to the Ledingham family, and so it finally returned home.
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Extract from Scottish PO Directories: Aberdeen, 1872 (FindMyPast)

At this same time, it emerged that Alexander, unlike
the other soldiers from Maheno who had died in
action in the First World War, did not have a
Memorial Oak dedicated to him, this being due to
his having joined the army from Wellington rather
than North Otago.  Mark was approached and asked
if the family would be interested in having a
Memorial Oak for Alexander.  Not surprisingly, the
response was “yes please”.
And so, on Armistice Day 2014, Alexander was
finally remembered in the place of his birth, and the
Maheno School pupils played an important part in
this celebration.  This will have been a very
meaningful occasion for them.  Reports of the
commemoration appeared in the Oamaru Mail.
I have enjoyed collaborating with Mark and
Adrienne in putting together this story.  My only
regret is that, although invited, I was unable to attend what was an important event in
honour of Sergeant-Major Alexander Ledingham, an ancestor of whom to be proud.
iml@scotpad.co.uk Iain Ledingham No. 19233

—oOo—

From Blacksmith to Hydropathist
New research material keeps being scanned and appearing on family-history websites.
When FindMyPast announced that Scottish Post Office Directories had been scanned, I
found the address of my 2g-grandfather’s business in Aberdeen. I had known for a while
that Alexander Sangster had owned a Turkish bath establishment, but it was really brought
home when I searched the PO Directories (1868–78) and found this entry in Aberdeen for
1872.  His business at 121 King Street is not far from ANESFHS, which I have visited
from New Zealand; and
his home at no. 225 (also
in the 1871 census) was
where Morrison’s super-
market now sits.
Alexander was born in the small coastal village of Cruden in 1811; his father (b. 1781)
farmed land at Sandend, a few miles south of Slains Castle, famous for its link to Bram
Stoker and his creation Dracula. The castle is now a striking clifftop ruin. Alexander
married Mary Beaton in 1833 and, based on the children’s birthplaces, must have shifted
eight miles north to Peterhead at least by age 23. The first record we have of him
operating a blacksmith workshop is seven years later, listed in the 1841 census, located at
Cairntrodlie, Peterhead with Mary and four children aged up to seven. There would be
blacksmith work in the town associated with industry and fishing activities, as well as
farm machinery.
In the 1851 census, the family is at Couplandhill. Alexander is listed as a millwright and
blacksmith; his oldest son Louis, aged 15, is also listed as a millwright. Millwrights were
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a common trade, in both the UK and the USA, servicing the various waterwheels and
agricultural mills of the time.
Alexander and Mary had 11 children, of whom nine survived to adulthood (see Journal
110, p. 47). By the 1861 census, family members were dispersing, and the parents at 51
Queen Street had only two children resident. On 4th April 1860, Ann and her husband
William McGlashan boarded the Egmont to emigrate to New Zealand less than three
weeks after marrying. They spent seven years in Auckland before settling in Hawkes Bay.
The discipline of hydropathy flourished in the early 19th century. Alexander Sangster’s
first bathhouse in Peterhead, his obituary tells us, was set up in 1861 in St Peter Street. A
description of the establishment is given in Ordnance Survey maps, 1865–71:

Situated off St Peter Street near the R.C. [Roman Catholic] Chapel. Converted
from a dwelling house into Hydropathic Baths a few years ago, a portion of
which is still maintained by Mr Sangster the manager. It contains a Turkish
Bath, and provided with various other baths needed in such establishments,
although on a small scale. Property of Mr Stewart, Aberdeen.

Later, more extensive premises were established at 42 Marischal Street.
Bathing in warm-water baths or in the sea was seen as very healthy in this era. The coast
south of Peterhead became a tourist destination, with a resort hotel and a links being set up
to cater for the visitors. Later, a railway line was also built to link to towns in the south.
In the late 1860s, Alexander and Mary moved to Aberdeen, where he set up his second
bath establishment. An article in the Aberdeen Press & Journal of 14th December 1870
indicates that it is likely that Alexander was motivated to set up in Aberdeen following the
closure of a Turkish bath operation at Loch Head, a resort on the outskirts of Aberdeen.
Two Sangster children were involved in the businesses. The Peterhead site was operated
by his son Alexander (b. 1849). Elizabeth helped with managing the Aberdeen business,
and the newspaper article mentions that she had worked at Loch Head. In later years,
advertisements give the opening date and operating hours for the Aberdeen baths. Another
ad says: “Turkish Baths, before 3 o’clock, 1/6 each; after 3 o’clock, 1/ each”.  In May
1873, an intimation from Alexander jnr advised he was turning his blacksmith business
into a partnership with Alexander Reid and expanding into horseshoeing and agricultural
machine maintenance, which suggests the bath enterprise may have been closing.
Presumably, Alexander snr with his practical skills could do much of the bath-house
setting up. I have often wondered what regulations there were around boilers and
customer safety. A few years ago, I made contact with a society set up to record Turkish
bath establishments; they had no record of Alexander Sangster’s operations, but sketchy
information is now included on the website. Alexander’s management of the business in
Aberdeen sadly did not last long. Two years after setting up there, he suffered a cardiac
attack and died. He was returned to his roots in Peterhead for interment in St Peter’s
church cemetery. His obituary (in family files) described him as “highly intelligent and
quietly communicative” and also commented on the “conspicuous position he took in
debates in the Mutual Instruction Societies or at less public meetings”.
Mechanical skills ran in the family, as Alexander’s father (1781–1857) tended the clocks
at Slains Castle and was succeeded in this duty by one of his sons, James (b. 1821).
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The tradition of Turkish baths lived on in Peterhead for a number of years. A Turkish bath
was associated with the Corporation indoor public baths located on Lodge Walk, and
opened on 22nd July 1899. D. M. Campbell (1993) records that these public baths operated
until they were demolished in the early 1980s.
In all, seven of Alexander and Mary’s children migrated to New Zealand, or in one case to
Australia. Alexander (b. 1849) emigrated to Southland in 1873 and joined his brother’s
blacksmith business, then was licensee of a hotel in the small town of Fortrose to the east
of Invercargill, and later of another in Riverton to the west. He married in 1878, and later
in life the couple shifted to Wellington.
Elizabeth emigrated to Invercargill, NZ, and brought her mother (aged 66) with her.  She
earned her passage by supervising the unmarried women on the Oamaru, and her
experiences are recorded in her personal diary.
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The Great War: A Life Lived and a Life Lost
I am the third of four brothers (William, Maxie, Brian and Alan) who were fortunate
enough to spend many carefree summer holidays with our paternal grandparents – Granny
and Granda to us. Our Granda, William Davidson, worked on the farm at Castleton of
Kincardine near Fettercairn, and during the late 1940s and early 1950s we stayed there
with them. Over the years, we all gathered little snippets of information about the lives of
Granda and of his younger brother, Alexander. On 25th March 2018, it will be the 100th

anniversary of Alexander’s death.  I am writing this in his memory.
Both brothers were born in Aberdeenshire: William on 2nd June 1894 at Mains of
Kinmundy, Longside, and Alexander on 4th February 1896 at North Auchmachar, Old
Deer.  At the 1901 census, they lived at Auchiries cottar house, Cruden with parents
William and Margaret, sister Jessie (Janet) and a boarder, Bertie.  Siblings born later were
Robert (1904) and Margaret (1906).  Our great-grandfather, William Davidson snr, lived
nearby at the Mill of Kincardine as an elderly man. I simply remember him sitting on a
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bench smoking a pipe, and I don’t recall any meaningful conversations with him.  I knew
well our great-aunt Janet, who, with her husband John Rhynd, ran the small shop in
Fettercairn; and I remember visits from great-uncle Bob, who lived in Fife.
Alexander Davidson joined the 1/5th (Buchan and Formartine) Battalion Territorial Force,
the Gordon Highlanders, at Ellon in October 1914, aged 18, and was given service number
2413. Unfortunately, Alexander’s war records have not survived; but the exploits of the
5th Battalion are well documented. He would have arrived in France on 3rd May 1915 as
part of the 153rd Brigade of the 51st Highland Division (HD) and in all probability had a
baptism of fire at the Battle of Givenchy in early June.  After a winter in the trenches, the
5th Battalion was moved as part of the 51st HD into the Somme, and from July to August
1916 it was heavily engaged in the battle, notably during the attacks on High Wood and
then Beaumont Hamel in November.
Meanwhile, William joined the 4th Battalion, the Gordon Highlanders, at Aberdeen in
November 1915, aged 21, and was given service number 4532. He would have arrived in
France on 10th June 1916 – and, although the 4th Battalion did not take part in the opening
of the Battle of the Somme on 1st July 1916, it did take part in the action at High Wood
and in the capture of Beaumont Hamel in which the 5th Battalion was also involved, along
with two other battalions of the Regiment. I have no knowledge about the possibility of
William and Alexander meeting up during this period. The losses to both battalions in the
latter action were significant: the 4th Battalion lost 25 men with 82 wounded, and the 5th

lost 66 men with 131 wounded. The winter of 1916–17 was severe, and the extreme
muddy conditions of the trenches resulted in kilts being replaced with trousers, which the
Gordon Highlanders called “trews” – and all battalions recorded large sick parades.
In the spring of 1917, men serving in the Territorial Battalions were given new service
numbers. William’s number became 201648, and Alexander’s became 240583.
Alexander’s number is from a sequence allocated to the 5th Battalion in March 1917,
which indicates that at this point he had not changed battalions.
During the following months, both battalions were involved in the battle of Arras, with the
capture of Vimy Ridge and the 3rd battle of Ypres, often referred to as Passchendaele. In
particular, the 5th Battalion was heavily involved in the action known as Pilkem Ridge, and
suffered heavy casualties. It is probable that Alexander was wounded sometime during
this period, because when he was awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal (DCM) he
was with the 4th Battalion, and initial notification of this is dated 19th November 1917.
Transfer to a different battalion was almost always after a period of recuperation following
being wounded, and this typically lasted 10–12 weeks.
Alexander’s citation reads:

240583 L/Cpl A. Davidson (Newburgh, Nr Aberdeen) For conspicuous gallantry and
devotion to duty.  He attacked and captured single-handed an enemy post of eight
men. This prompt and plucky deed was also the means of an enemy machine-gun
being deserted, which was being defended by this post.

My Granda, William, was also decorated, as he was a recipient of the French Croix de
Guerre with bronze palm leaf. Research shows that “During WW1 the C de G was
awarded for bravery to military personnel mentioned in dispatches. For subsequent acts of
bravery, the recipient was awarded a bronze palm leaf for Army citations, a silver star for
Division citations or a bronze star for Brigade and Regimental citations.”
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Sergeant William Davidson’s Great War medals

The 4th Battalion was involved in the
British offensive at Cambrai in November
1917, then following another winter in the
trenches had to face an enemy offensive in
March 1918. Alexander was killed in
action on 25th March 1918 along with 52
other men from the 4th Battalion. I find it
poignant that 25th March happens to be my
birthday. On the centenary of Alexander’s
death, I shall be thinking of him, Granda
and the others of their generation who gave
so much, and how grateful I am that I live
in a country with opportunities and
freedoms denied to many elsewhere.
For the rest of 1918, the British were largely on the offensive, and the 4th Battalion was
involved most of the time and incurred heavy losses right up to the end of the war. It was
probable that Granda was wounded during this time, as he returned home from France on
27th July, and the records show him as Sergeant William Davidson with the 14th London
Regiment (London Scottish), with whom the Gordons had close ties.
In stark contrast to his brother, Granda went on to live a long and varied life. His records
do not show what he did at the end of the war, but this is where his conversations with
family members help out. As youngsters, my brothers and I were able to ask questions
about the Great War that adults may not have felt able to, and it was probably easier for
Granda to give replies in a one-to-one situation with no other adults present. He told my
brother Alan that he was stationed in Germany and didn’t return home until 1919. We
also know that he joined the Aberdeen City Police Force for a time, because when I was at
Aberdeen University and living in Rosemount Place, he told me that it was part of his beat.
He had a few tales to tell about that as well!
My oldest brother, also a William, joined the Army Cadet Force while at school, and after
an evening of instruction on battle tactics he decided to ask Granda what his battle plan
had been. “Two slugs of rum and over the top”, came the reply. In general conversation
with Granda, the place names of “Wipers” (Ypres) and Beaumont Hamel came up, and he
spoke about being knee-deep in mud in the trenches. He also said that he used to ask the
locals for “doos oofs” – and, as I had just started secondary school and was learning
French, I recognised this as douze œufs (12 eggs). As a boy, my understanding of the
Great War was trench warfare, shelling, going over the top and barbed wire. I was
surprised when he told me that the fighting he disliked the most was in a forest (I can’t
recall the location) because he didn’t know where the enemy was. His brother, Alexander,
came up in conversation at times, and I could see that he was upset. He made a more
telling statement about Alexander to Alan, however, as he said: “We were running side-
by-side one moment, then the next he was gone”.  The loss of his younger brother in such
circumstances must have been devastating. Alexander’s body was never recovered, but he
is remembered on the memorial at Arras. How we all wish that we had asked more
questions, listened more carefully and remembered the details. In later years, my daughter
recalls Granda saying: “I’ve led a charmed life”. This says more about the person he was
and his attitude to life than it does about the hardships he had faced.
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William Davidson aged 100 with family members at
the Gordon Highlanders Bicentennial Celebration

in Seaton Park, Aberdeen, 1994

From 1923 onwards, after a short spell in the Aberdeen City Police Force  Granda spent all
his working life on farms in the Howe o’ the Mearns in the old county of Kincardineshire.
The Fettercairn Show was the highlight of the agricultural calendar, and it attracted people
from far and wide, making it an important opportunity for meeting friends and relatives
whom you wouldn’t see otherwise. The other time at which the family all met up was
New Year. I mention these facts to show that my Granda was in touch with his extended
family including father, brother and sister, son and daughter and nine grandchildren, and
with great-grandchildren later on. He was a “gentle giant”, loved by all the family, and a
well-respected member of the community.
After retiring from farm work, Granda
reached the age of 100 on 2nd June 1994
and became something of a celebrity.
For a time, he was the oldest surviving
Gordon Highlander from the Great War
and had quite a bit of press coverage. He
never lost his sense of humour, and told
reporters that an irate sergeant-major had
made him spend two days in jail for
trying to disguise himself by shaving off
his moustache. When challenged by the
family about this new piece of
information, he simply said that the
reporters had wanted a story, so he made
one up!  On a more serious matter, and
with no reason to doubt its veracity, he
told reporters that he had been wounded
five times, and on one occasion at Vimy
Ridge he had set off with 200 colleagues
and returned with 48. Just after his 100th

birthday, he was invited as a guest of honour to the Gordon Highlanders 200th Anniversary
celebrations in Aberdeen’s Seaton Park, where he was introduced to Prince Charles,
Colonel-in-Chief of the regiment. The Gordon Highlanders Regiment was merged with
the Queen’s Own Highlanders in September that year to form The Highlanders.
William Davidson died on 23rd January 1995 and was laid to rest in Fettercairn cemetery.
His family were pleased that the burial was attended by members of the Gordon
Highlanders Association, four of whom acted as pall-bearers, as well as by American
servicemen from the Edzell air base.
The tragedy of war is that we will never know what Alexander Davidson’s life might have
held for him.
References and acknowledgements
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James Reid Christie c. Sept 1915
when commissioned 2nd

Lieutenant, 6th Bn Gordon
Highlanders (medal ribbon:

1914 Star)

James Reid Christie, 6th Bn Gordon Highlanders 1914–18
Dad was born on 23rd August 1893 at 23 Nelson Street, Huntly, Aberdeenshire.  His father
was a tailor who later became a policeman and was stationed in Huntly at that time.  His
mother at age 18 before marriage was a maid/servant to a Free Church minister, George
Bain, at Chapel of Garioch Free Church House.
He joined the Territorial Army around 1910 at age 17.  I have a photograph dated 26th June
1912 of him at a summer camp in Burghead.  In August 1914, Dad was a Lance Corporal
(service no. 1595) in Inverurie Coy, 6th Battalion Gordon Highlanders, as they mobilised
and assembled in Keith.  They went by train via Perth to Bedford, where they were billeted
in private houses (The 6th Gordons in France and Flanders, p. 4, gives addresses).  Time
was spent training; and on 31st October he became the battalion’s youngest sergeant.  He
was a first-class shot, and in a competition he beat the sergeant-major, who nevertheless
received the prize to preserve dignity.  The regiment was reviewed by King George V on
22nd October and transferred to Southampton on 9th November.  They sailed on the SS
Cornishman to Le Havre, then went by train to St Omer and were billeted in Blendecques.
On 4th–5th December, they marched to Hazebrouck and
on to Sailly.  On the 6th, they went into the front line – a
miserable experience in cold, wet weather.  The trenches
were flooded, and everything was knee-deep or even
waist-deep in mud.  Equipment and clothing was lost.
Luckily, it was a quiet part of the line.  In an operation on
17th December, the battalion was in close support in
trenches behind the front line, but took no active part.
Christmas Day saw the famous unofficial truce between
the Germans and the British in this area.  Men of the 6th

Bn took part in hunting a hare, but the Germans caught it!
The 6th Gordons in France and Flanders, pp. 22–27, has
further details of the truce.
The war diaries for the 6th Bn give few details about its
activities between December 1914 and 10th–13th March
1915, when it took part in the battle of Neuve Chapelle.
In the three days before the battle, it had 37 casualties
while assembling behind the line.  On the 13th, they
advanced under heavy fire and gained ground but at great cost: three officers were killed
and nine wounded.  Other ranks suffered 29 killed, 217 wounded and 12 missing.
No large reinforcement was received until September 1915.  During the summer, the
battalion was employed as a brigade reserve.  Dad’s medical record shows that he was
hospitalised in Merville with influenza (23rd–27th April).  On 3rd June, he took part in an
attack on the German salient at Givenchy-lès-la-Bassée.  He was wounded in the head and
back, transferred to hospital in Rouen and sent to England.  Dad told me that souvenirs he
had acquired during the attack were in a kitbag at the foot of his bed, but someone took a
few of them, which annoyed him. He mentioned a gun.  I wonder if this is also where he
found the bugle of the Royal Prussian 2nd Rhine Field Artillery Regiment 23.  The Gordon
Highlanders Museum in Aberdeen think that it may have been abandoned in a trench
during a previous operation; and I agree.  Dad did say he was first into the trenches when
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he picked it up.  He may, of course, have found it on another occasion and taken it home
when on leave.  I have no details of his leaves or return to the UK.
A postcard sent to his father, dated 15th and postmarked 16th June 1915, Southampton,
shows a Red Cross hospital ship, the Oxfordshire.  By a strange coincidence, this ship at
the end of the war was a troop transport taking Australian soldiers home – and on board
was an army friend of my father-in-law.  His book, My Life Story with Experiences, has a
photograph (p. 208) of the ship in the Suez Canal on 10th July 1919.
In the UK, Dad went for officer training – probably on recommendation, as he was
commissioned into his own regiment and battalion.  The Gordon Highlanders Museum say
the usual practice was to post officers commissioned from the ranks into other battalions
within the regiment or into another regiment.  Clearly, he was well regarded by his CO and
officers.  He was commissioned 2nd Lieutenant on 26th September 1915, and rejoined the
battalion on 24th October at Givenchy near Bethune.  The life of a 2nd Lt was notoriously
short, measured in weeks rather than months.  He was indeed fortunate to survive.
Until May 1916, the battalion was on duty on the lines of communication, away from the
front line.  The officers were probably engaged on tours of inspection, courts of inquiry
and courts-martial. I have a postcard of “Clos-Fleur”, Rue des Fontaines, Dieppe, which
was possibly used as a headquarters or billets.  It must have made a pleasant change.
After six weeks’ action around Arras, the 6th Bn moved south to the battle of the Somme,
arriving on 20th July and holding the line near Fricourt and Mametz Wood.  On 1st August,
it moved into the front line at High Wood, losing 23 killed and 137 wounded. After five
days, it was relieved and moved north towards Armentières.  After training and more
front-line action, it was involved in capturing Beaumont-Hamel (13th–19th November),
losing two officers killed, one wounded and 115 other ranks killed or wounded.
(On 13th November 2006, I laid a wreath on behalf of “the Highlanders” at an unveiling/
commemoration ceremony.  A flagstaff had been unveiled on 28th September 1924 to
commemorate the village’s capture by the 51st (Highland) Division, of which the 6th Bn
Gordon Highlanders were part.  The original flagstaff had been damaged, but an appeal
was made by Derek Bird of WFA Scotland (North) to raise funds for its replacement.)
For six weeks until mid-January 1917, the battalion lay near Albert either holding the line
north of Courcelette, or resting.  The weather was bitterly cold; this was a wasteland of
mud and debris.  On 5th February, they began marching back to the battle area, which took
six days over hilly country in almost Arctic conditions.  Another six days later, they were
in the trenches at Roclincourt.  On 5th March, they carried out a successful daylight raid on
the German front line, taking 21 prisoners and killing at least 66 Germans.  The battalion’s
casualties were one officer and 16 men killed, five officers and 32 men wounded.
On 25th May 1917, Dad was mentioned in despatches, which was recorded in the London
Gazette but gave no details.  There was usually a long gap between events and their
mention in the Gazette.  A mention in despatches meant that you had done some important
noteworthy act which was included in the report by the battalion commander to HQ.
Between 31st May and 15th June 1917, and from 15th August 1917 to 20th December 1918,
Dad held the rank of acting Captain.  On 1st July 1917, he was promoted to Lieutenant.
The London Gazette for 3rd June 1919 for his DSO award shows him as Lieutenant (Acting
Captain).  During the Great War, the DSO was bestowed upon officers from 2nd Lt to
Brigadier-General, but it was unusual for officers below Lieutenant or even Captain to be
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awarded the DSO.  It was a reward for meritorious or distinguished and especially
valorous service. After the war, in September 1921 around the time when he went to
Buenos Aires, Argentina, Dad relinquished his commission and was granted the honorary
rank of captain.  This meant he could use this title in civilian life.
The battle of Arras started on 9th April 1917 and lasted until 16th May.  The battalion took
part in the opening attack, the attack on Roeux on 23rd April, and the successful repulse of
a German attack on 15th and 16th May.  The fighting was very fierce during these events.
The losses in the first phase were three officers killed, 12 wounded, 63 men killed and 174
wounded.  Later, the casualties were one officer killed, 11 wounded, 26 men killed, 187
wounded and 28 missing.  “Missing” could mean captured or killed.
Because of the heavy losses, June and July were devoted to training and recuperating.
Then followed, from 31st July until 6th November, the third battle of Ypres – also known as
Passchendaele, a byword for pointless slaughter, although recent research has gone some
way to support Field-Marshal Haig’s decisions.  On 31st July, the battalion was heavily
involved three miles north-east of Ypres on the river Steenbeke, after which Private
McIntosh was awarded the Victoria Cross.  The battalion lost nine officers and 296 men
killed or wounded.  During August and September, the battalion took part in no further
battle operations. In early October, it arrived at Bapaume and held the front line.
The battle of Cambrai, starting on 20th November 1917, was the first in which tanks were
used en masse.  The 6th Bn was deployed on the Bapaume–Cambrai railway line when a
German 77mm battery, firing from 500 yards, knocked out six tanks moving in front of the
battalion.  Other tanks met the same fate and could not get through to flatten the barbed-
wire entanglements.  One tank was “Deborah” D51; and, later, my Uncle Sandy took a
photograph of its remains which appears on p. 144 in Following the Tanks by Gibot and
Gorczynski.  Another reference is in Flesquières by Horsfall and Cave. This tank is now
on display in a barn in the village of Flesquières.
The battalion went forward, but by now the Germans had deployed several machine guns,
and 60 men were hit.  That night, two companies succeeded in advancing, and the whole
German line including the village was taken by the next morning.  After a brief rest, the
battalion was reorganised and re-equipped to take another village; but this enterprise had
to be abandoned.  In the month of November, the battalion losses were three officers killed
and eight wounded.  The men suffered 22 killed and 166 wounded.  The battalion then
spent a few days near Albert resting and refitting.  They moved to an area in front of
Bapaume and remained there until March 1918.  The work was the usual routine of trench-
holding: part in the line, part in support, and part in reserve resting and training.
A major German offensive, “Kaiserschlacht” (the Michael Offensive), began on 21st

March 1918.  The 6th Battalion was in line on the Bapaume–Cambrai road near the village
of Boursies.  The Germans opened an artillery bombardment of utmost intensity, followed
by three days of devastating fighting and shelling.  Because of the confused situation, the
whole episode is difficult to piece together.  After a rest, what became known as the battle
of the Lys started for the 6th Bn at 5:35am on 9th April, when the enemy suddenly launched
a fierce attack at Armentières, and broke through.  The 51st Division was rushed up to stem
the tide, and the 6th Bn was part of this.  At 4:20pm, “A” company commanded by Dad
was sent forward to hold the bridgeheads over the river at Vieille Chapelle.  The orders
were to hold the bridgehead at all costs – in effect a death warrant!  Despite overwhelming
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odds, they held the position for two days and nights until they were completely overrun on
11th April.  The Germans were angry at having been held up and were shooting their
prisoners.  Twenty men, mostly wounded, remained out of over 100 who went into action.
Dad was badly wounded, a bullet through his right knee and another shattering his right
arm.  He was about to be shot when a German officer stopped the soldier who was about
to pull the trigger.  Dad told me that his whole life up to this point flashed before his eyes.
I had heard that this could happen at a life-threatening event, and now had it confirmed.
There still seemed to be an element of chivalry shown by an officer on one side being
reluctant to shoot an enemy officer in cold blood after making him a prisoner of war.
It is a strange thought that Dad’s reluctance to be commissioned resulted in his being
ultimately saved because he had decided to accept promotion.  It is also odd to think that
we owe our lives to an unknown German officer.  Dad was listed as “Missing 10th April
1918”.  His service record shows a disability pension of 20%.  He told me that he had not
thought of claiming this but was persuaded to do so.  After he died, the Social Security
record showed his pension as £2 per week.
Although badly wounded, Dad convinced the German doctors to save his leg.  He spent
time in PoW camps at Stendal and Stralsund (Dänholm).  I have a photograph of a German
medical team; I assume they attended Dad after capture, or later at Stendal.  I also have a
report by Lt W. A. Millar, 3rd Coldstream Guards, who was captured on 14th April 1918.
He was transported to Stendal and mentions Dad as a fellow inmate.  The report, of how
the Germans treated PoWs in tough conditions, makes very interesting reading.
Dad returned on 20th December 1918 to England.  He received the DSO for the defence of
Vieille Chapelle.  His other medals were the 1914–18 Star, the Victory Medal and the
British War Medal.  He was not eligible for the Old Contemptibles bar, which required
being in action under fire between 5th August and 22nd November 1914.  He was twice
mentioned in despatches.  This is recorded by an oak-leaf emblem worn on the ribbon of
the Victory medal.  Only one emblem could be worn, no matter how many mentions in
despatches.  Dad’s other insignia are chevrons on his right sleeve: one red (for action in
1914) and four blue (for years of service).  On his left sleeve are two vertical stripes for
the number of times he was wounded.  These are visible on one or two photographs of him
in uniform.  Dad did tell me that his DSO was a “near-miss VC”.  To be awarded this, the
action had to be witnessed by an officer senior in rank – which was virtually impossible in
his case because the whole area had been overrun and HQ captured.  For confirmation of
the thought, letters to Dad from Brigadier-General Dick Cunnynghame (January and July
1919) say that the action by “A” company of the Gordon Highlanders “saved the whole
line” – praise indeed.  He was one of those captured at HQ.
In the Victory Parade in July 1919, Dad was chosen to march at the head of the 6th

Battalion to carry the Colours past the King.  This was quite an honour.
Dad did not tell me much about the war, nor did he tell Mother.  He did not return to the
battlefields until much later, when he went on an organised trip.  Among his papers is a
map of Belgium and part of France that covers Ypres, Poperinghe and the area to the
south.  This, dated 1923, is possibly part of information for the trip.  The other clue is an
envelope containing a note from someone in the Scottish Horse Regiment dated 4th August
1967, which may well be the date of the trip.
jk.christie@btinternet.com Jim Christie No. 3097
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The Eventful Life of Andrew Howard Gordon (Part 1)
Were it not for the illegitimate birth of our 2g-grandfather James Gordon, my second
cousin Andrew (Drew) Gordon in Melbourne, Australia, would be the 16th Laird of Craig
(see Journal 112, p. 31).  After he retired, Drew began to look into the life history of his
grandfather Andrew Howard Gordon, elder brother of my grandfather George, whose
experiences as a volunteer doctor in the First World War were reported in Journal 141.
During Drew’s research, he reconnected with cousins in England, France, New Zealand
and Australia and soon realised that his grandfather had led an eventful intercontinental
life during the 20th century’s world-changing events and that he would need the help of his
first cousins, George Connor, retired Bishop of Dunedin, and Caroline Gordon, a professor
at Birmingham University, as well as of myself, who located Drew’s grandfather’s grave
in Malta, to complete it.  He was also lucky to obtain the very efficient and enthusiastic
services of a genealogist friend, Graham Caldwell, also living in Melbourne, who has been
enormously helpful in piecing together the fascinating story.
Early years
Andrew Howard Gordon was known as Uncle Howard by my branch of the family, as
Sandy by all his friends, and as Sandad by his immediate family. This article will refer to
him as “AHG”. He was born at 1 Albury Road, Aberdeen, as were his siblings, on 18th

October 1881 to Agnes Bowie (née Fyfe) and Andrew Gordon, at that time manager of the
Union Bank of Scotland branch on the corner of Crown Street and Union Street.  AHG
was only three when his father was appointed assistant manager of the Union Bank branch
at 63 Cornhill, in the city of London, on 12th November 1884 with immediate effect.
Family letters show that they were still at 12 Carden Place, Aberdeen, in 1890, but school
records for AHG at Queen Elizabeth’s Grammar School in Barnet show that his parents’
address in 1891 was 15 Ravenscroft Park, Barnet, Middlesex. This was probably where
his father lived for the six years before the family moved south.  Between May 1894 and
July 1895, AHG was at the Moravian School in Neuwied-am-Rhein, Germany.  However,
when his eldest brother James, who was also at this school, suffered a serious injury in the
gymnasium from which he never recovered, and died aged only 18, AHG and his younger
brother George were removed from the school.  The family lived at 19 Thurlow Road,
Hampstead, when AHG attended the University College School in Hampstead from 1895
to 1897 and when he began his engineering training by taking a year’s mechanical course
at the City and Guilds Technical College in Finsbury, north London.
During this time, he joined the Boys’ Brigade.  Family records relate that he later started a
youth organisation resembling what in 1901 became the Boy Scouts.  He knew Baden-
Powell well, and this started his lifelong involvement with the Boy Scouts movement.
Training to be an engineer
In 1898, he started a three-year apprenticeship with the Southgate Engineering Company
before returning to Finsbury Technical College to take a two-year electrical engineering
course; and he then joined the British Westinghouse Company for two years.
During his training as an engineer, he joined the 7th (Middlesex) Battalion the London
Scottish Volunteer Rifle Corps, as Private number 3642.  He often spoke of the annual
march the regiment made up Deeside.  Drew Gordon still has the long-haired sporran
which AHG wore with his hodden (also known as Elcho) grey kilt.
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3642 Private AHG, 7th (Middx) Bn
London Scottish Rifle Corps, 1902

2nd Lt AHG, Corps of Royal
Engineers, December 1917

In Manchester in 1905, AHG joined Mather & Platt
Ltd – and it seems that, as his future brother-in-law
Cathcart Coubrough from Blanefield, Stirlingshire
was also an engineer there at the time, it was through
the latter that AHG met his future wife Agnes
Coubrough (b. 1880, Kelvin, Glasgow).  They were
married on 1st June 1908 at the United Free Church in
Blanefield and moved in 1909 to Turnham Green,
London, with AHG working at Mather & Platt’s head
office in London SW1.  During this stay in London,
his daughter Elizabeth (mother of George Connor)
and son James (father of Drew) were born.
His First World War experiences
On being appointed chief engineer and manager for
Mather & Platt in Buenos Aires, Argentina, he
travelled by ship with his wife in the summer of
1914.  But, when war was declared by Britain on 4th

August 1914, AHG immediately decided to return at
his own expense to offer his services.  During the
voyage, with his previous military experience, AHG
arranged drills and weapon training for the many expats who had dropped everything and
flooded back to Buenos Aires en route for the UK the moment war was declared.  He
arrived back in the UK on 11th December 1914 on SS Araguaya (his wife returned later).
He immediately tried to enlist, but was rejected (aged 33), and so joined the Hertfordshire
Volunteer Training Corps as platoon commander.  In December 1915, his occupation as an
electrical engineer was “starred” under the Derby Scheme, with the result that the day after
he had at last been able to enlist in the 28th Battalion (County of London) the London
Regiment as Private no. 765975, he was placed on the Army Reserve and sent to HM
Munitions Factory in Gretna Green as a civilian.  Despite his electrical engineering

experience, he was put in charge of all traffic on the site.
The factory was built hurriedly in 1915–16, as the only
cordite factory until then was in the London area and was
overwhelmed with demand.  The Gretna site was enormous:
12 miles across, straddling the Scottish–English border.  At
its height, it employed 11,576 women and 5,066 men and
produced 800 tons of cordite per week.  Villages to
accommodate the workers were built at Eastriggs and
Gretna.  How many times has one travelled through or past
Gretna with no idea that it had such a history?!
In June 1917, AHG returned to his regiment as a corporal,
but in August 1917 he applied for a commission and was
discharged to join the Newark Officer Cadet Battalion on a
three-month course from which he was commissioned as a
Temporary 2nd Lieutenant in the Royal Engineers and
posted to Aldershot.  In December 1917, his second son
Charles, father of Professor Caroline Gordon, was born.
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In training at Aldershot, Jan–Aug 1918

During AHG’s time in Aldershot, family records recount that he invented a sight for a rifle
which was later adopted by the War Office but for which he got no recognition.
In summer 1918, AHG sailed to Egypt on the
troop transport Kaiser-i-Hind with the 6th (later
renamed the 4th) Field Squadron of the Royal
Engineers, attached to the 4th Cavalry Division.
Their duties included marking routes, building
pontoon bridges, supplying mobile water units,
repairing wells, improvising roads and laying
new railway track.  In September 1918, the
British Army invaded Palestine and defeated the
retreating Ottoman army at the battles of Sharon
and Megiddo.  On 1st October, the 4th Cavalry
Division with the help of the Engineers captured
Damascus – and, once the Ottoman Armistice was signed, the Division with their
Engineers became engaged in occupation duties. During the Palestine campaign, AHG
carried out his duties so exceptionally that he was later mentioned in the dispatches of
General Allenby for Gallant and Distinguished War Service. Drew Gordon has the MID
Certificate which was signed by the Secretary of State for War, one Winston Churchill.
The commendation appeared in the London Gazette on 5th June 1919.
Life in China
On 24th January 1919, AHG was discharged from the army and relinquished his
Commission.  Like many returning soldiers at that time, he decided to seek his fortune in
the New World.  He and his whole family departed Liverpool on 19th November 1919 for
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada on the SS Megantie bound for Vancouver, where he
launched the British Electrical Engineering Company with the aim of representing British
firms in Canada.  Unfortunately the company was not a success, so the family returned to
the UK in the summer of 1922.  It was during his time in BC that AHG met a Chinese
engineer whom he befriended and whom he made his Chinese agent, and who helped him
reach Shanghai to attend a family wedding.  This was when AHG fell in love with China.
On his return to the UK, he was made manager and chief engineer of the British Electrical
and Engineering Company of China and was posted to Shanghai.
On 23rd December 1922, AHG, his wife and younger son left the UK on the SS Marloch
bound for Shanghai via St John, Canada, leaving their older children in boarding schools
in the UK.  It is assumed that business was difficult, as in 1923 he was appointed chief
engineering manager of Callender’s Cable and Construction Co. in Shanghai.  His duties
included many trips into the interior, often accompanied by his wife, to supervise the
laying of underwater cables across many of the rivers.  When in 1927 the Chinese Civil
War broke out, AHG joined the Scottish Battalion of the Shanghai Volunteer Corps, which
initially involved him in street fighting. When he killed a local Chinese, it was considered
prudent to send his younger son to Canada for safety; and his escape was made possible by
the services of the commanding officer of the Volunteer Corps, a Colonel William Gordon
(no relation).
AHG returned to the UK in 1928 on leave with his wife, and during that stay Agnes was
diagnosed with actinomycosis, a fungal disease caused by sucking through straws. AHG
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Brass engraved plaque displayed on AHG’s framed medals and
badges relating to his distinguished Scouting career

returned to China in the autumn via Siberia without her, but in late 1929, due to his wife’s
deteriorating health, he was given leave of absence to return to the UK.  He took her to the
purer mountain air of Switzerland, but she died on 18th February 1931 in Berne.
As soon as he first arrived in
Shanghai, AHG involved
himself in the organisation and
administration of the Scouts
there.  In 1929, he was
appointed Assistant District
Commissioner “Lone Wolf” of
the Shanghai Scouts and also
became editor of The Totem,
the local Scouting journal.
AHG returned to China in 1930, and in April 1931 after his wife had died he was joined
by his daughter Elizabeth, who looked after him and travelled all round China with him as
he was carrying out his duties.  He rejoined the Shanghai Volunteer Corps as a Captain in
the Engineering Company.  Their duties were to protect the boundaries of the European
Settlement from the soldiers fighting in the North v. South China Civil War, but he was
soon seconded by his company for three months to Hong Kong to oversee the laying of
power cables over the New Territories.  He celebrated his 50th birthday there with his
daughter and among many friends in the iconic Peninsula Hotel.
In 1934, AHG and daughter returned to the UK, via Australia to visit his elder sister Jean
Sloane (b. 20th September 1875) at Savernake Station just over the Murray River in New
South Wales.  As conditions in China had deteriorated so much, it was decided Elizabeth
should not return to China with him.  During this visit, he was involved in a traffic
offence, and his court appearance was reported in the Belper, Nottingham News on 17th

August 1934.  He returned to China in late 1934 and continued to lay cables up-country
including across the Yangtse, Chiantang and Whangpoo rivers.
He arrived back in Shanghai at the time of the Depression, and he wrote home explaining
the difficulties his company was under and making suggestions as to what his three
children should do. One option was for his Elizabeth to rejoin him in Shanghai, which she
did in May 1936. Also suggested was for his younger son Charles to remain at Cambridge
University, and his elder son James to be “rusticated” to Australia and initially work on
Savernake Station in NSW. These plans were all actioned.
On 18th July 1935 while on holiday in Nagasaki, Japan, AHG remarried.  His second wife
was Emilie “Millie” Cole (née Winther), the widow of an old friend from Shanghai,
Phillip Cole.  The marriage ended in a legal separation after six months.
In February 1936, after Callender & Co. announced their withdrawal from Shanghai, AHG
continued to act as an engineering consultant, but after only a few months he went into
partnership with an old friend, Mr G. E. Marden, who ran a transport and storage business.

Part 2 will appear in the next Journal.
andyg.gordon@me.com Andy Gordon No. 16302
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resolution.  We have limited space, and the A5 size format means that the quality may be somewhat less
than you expect.  If you wish to send any originals, then please contact the Editor (not the Centre at King
Street).  If you require originals to be returned, then please state this clearly and include return postage.
Permissions and credits – We can only publish copyright material if due permission has been obtained
and is included.  For copyright material, and for all photographs and other images, please always state the
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Length – Keep it reasonably short.  We have limited space, so long articles may be edited.  If you have a
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 £45.00 b/w or £60.00 colour for one third of a page (175 x 90mm)
 £90.00 b/w or £120.00 colour for a full page (175 x 270mm).

Writing to the Society
Please send all correspondence to The Family-History Research Centre (address on back cover).  To help
us be more efficient, please detail your requirements on separate sheets (with your name and membership
number) according to which service you wish to call upon or which office-bearer you wish to write to – or
use the appropriate e-mail address (see opposite page) to minimise delays.

Change of address
If you have access to the Internet, then PLEASE use the special form on our website to notify address or
e-mail address changes.  This form is processed automatically on receipt, ensuring fast service.  If you
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standing order for all Society publications qualify for a 33% discount.  An up-to-date catalogue, Family and
Local History Publications for Sale, can be downloaded from our website.

For all information on publications and how to order, see www.anesfhs.org.uk, “Publications” tab.

Disclaimer
The Society cannot vouch for the accuracy of offers of services or goods that are advertised in the Journal, or be
responsible for the outcome of any contract that a reader may make with an advertiser.  Views expressed in
contributions are the author’s and not necessarily the Society’s. The Editor reserves the right to amend any
copy.  The Society Library does not necessarily hold copies of books quoted or referenced in this Journal.
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